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Lest we forget

Society is indeed a contract. It becomes a partnership between not
only those who are living but between those who are living, those
who are dead, and those who are not yet born.
- Edmund Burke (quoted in ‘Politics Tomorrow’, a Journal of the European-Atlantic
Group)

History can be a stimulus or a burden to those who wrestle with
the problems of the present. History is a good friend but a bad
mistress.
- The Rt. Hon. Douglas Hurd CBE MP, Secretary of State for Northern Ireland,
addressing the E-AG at the House of Commons on 24th January 1985

***

The E-AG tie and cuff links
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THE EUROPEAN-ATLANTIC GROUP

SUMMARY of the period 1954 to 2012
A retrospective by B. Justin Glass, Director of the E-AG 1988 - 2012

Introduction
Those hoping for an E-AG history that delves into international politics should head
straight to the cache of the speeches delivered at the E-AG and the Book Reviews. This
history is of the E-AG as seen when looking up at, and down from, its summits.

Millennial: this paragraph has you in mind. Hard to convey now in a changed world
what the E-AG accomplished from 1954 till when you were born; social media,
diminishing reverence for ‘august’ personages, your sense of entitlement to pass
judgement on greybeards, instant access to the Great of the political stage - if indeed
such a mantle is merited when you can see so clearly their feet of clay - via media and
demos and so forth contribute to a misunderstanding of what that aspect of ‘Life At the
Top’ was then like at the E-AG. There are many different elites in society and the EAG was a passport for those angling for an upward path in its own métier.
Experts and the well-informed on topics discussed at the E-AG could, in relative
privacy, glean what was going on from, and voice views to, the decision-takers. They
were on the podium or floor or the Top Table at dinner, where guests were graded
according to protocol and ranked according to social pre-eminence - tears could be
shed if a guest felt unduly downgraded - and for their potential for mutual congeniality.
The delegates felt empowered to make some difference, usually an imperceptible one,
to the thinking processes that ebb and flow in the circles of high politics. It allowed
those at the political summit from abroad or at home to meet counterparts on a
relatively informal stage and engage in friendly, verbal spats; and to hobnob with Mr
Joseph Public without hoopla. In those days there was much adulation of most of the
Presidents, Royalty or the grandees who graced the E-AG speaker roster and
audiences. The Group began inter alia as a meeting ground secluded from prying eyes
for visiting Senators and Congressmen and Council of Europe representatives to cosy
up to one another. Its remit grew early on to encompass in subject any controversy in
any area of the globe where European and American interests were at stake. Its
directing brain and sinews, those of Mrs Elma Dangerfield, extrapolated from this first
principle that the world, even the cosmos - given meetings on the Space race - was
its oyster.
Some 150 delegates on average came monthly to a Committee Room in Parliament,
frequently followed by dinner-discussions, rechristened dinner-debates in the 1990s,
at a nearby hotel, usually St. Ermin's, and, in the 2000s, premier London clubs. It
meant that speakers often sang twice for their supper. Grand titles, a few with dubious
middle-European provenance, and guests with impressive thumbnail CVs, adorned
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the E-AG Guest Lists. The speakers were second to none. The press came, as well
as Generals, specialists and diplomats by the score; a typical line-up at an event
included several Ambassadors who, though asked to pay for their dinners might
nevertheless attend, so bemused or amused were they at so brazen a request.
Industrialists and academics came, though not in profusion. The time frame at a
double-header event amounted to three hours’ worth of discussion, not counting
receptions. It was too long for catchy slogans and sound bites to bamboozle the Brains
Trust of which the E-AG gallery invariably was comprised. Delegates ‘had a go at’
what the Speakers were on about; they in turn tended to give as good as they got.
There was a yesteryear feel, not altogether illusory, of elegance in High Places in the
talk about what mattered in ‘the realm’. English virtues were on display, politeness a
watchword. It could seem, while rubbing shoulders with Milords galore, that guests
were savouring the last exhalations of the Raj along with some of the old boys who
had run the Empire. They were cut from the same mould as their predecessors, and
so would cause The Hun to have second thoughts about tangling with them, but at the
E-AG their human side was on display. Few cared if the ghost of ‘meat and two veg’
returned to haunt E-AG dinners. Justin Glass, when new to the team, was button-holed
by Colonel Crawley whose name inadvertently had been omitted from the Guest List.
The Colonel’s mock-plaintive plea, “But I only want a sandwich!” was not a comment
on the very basic food served. The buzz of conversation about the latest international
controversies was part of a mix that lulled politicos into unbending from their more
public persona. As former Congresswoman Sue Kelly put it, “…you gentlemen want
to loosen your ties, ladies kick off your shoes.” Neil Kinnock, having abbreviated in his
diary the name of venue - The Jolly Group St Ermins Hotel - to Jolly Group was
anything but disappointed. It was quite some ‘Last Hurrah’.

Lt-Colonel James Crawley OBE, Lt-Colonel Mike Lowry MBE MC1, Patrick Emek

1

The European-Atlantic Group is listed among Mr Lowry’s Associations in his obituary (d.9.10.2008)
in ‘The Telegraph’ which details some of his wartime exploits in India, Burma and Malaya as
described in his book, ‘Fighting Through to Kohima’.
Neil Kinnock, former leader of the Labour party, spoke to the E-AG on February 18th 2002
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The impressive details concerning those who came to the E-AG are in the monthly
Guest lists. As the Argentine Ambassador, H.E. Dr Mario Campora, said in 1993 “I
have been regularly attending…the E-AG. I am well acquainted with the high
standards both of the speakers and of the audience…” Those interested in the political
history of those times should visit the E-AG cache of speech transcripts, EuropeanAtlantic Journals or hear tape recordings of E-AG events. They say much about how
we have got to where we are in international relations.

Social Column in ‘The Times’ of February 5th 2007
The Group earned its spurs in its bid to ‘inform’, as per the Charity Commission’s brief.
Months before the first shot was fired in the Iraq War of 2003, twenty-two former U.S.
5

Congressmen led by the Hon. Lou Frey from Florida spoke for a total of four hours.
The event was chaired by Geoffrey Clifton Brown MP, and at the subsequent dinner
by the Earl of Limerick, Sir Michael Burton giving the Vote of Thanks. The St Ermin's
hotel catering staff was tethered to their posts until 11.30pm. The Americans spoke in
accents ranging from Southern drawl to clipped East Coast precision about Saddam
Hussein's iniquities, the throwing of his bêtes noirs to the lions and so forth, waxing
almost biblical in their determination to wage war on him. Their British cousins were
exhorted to do likewise. Public opinion was ill-prepared for it - a reservation shared by
some, though not all, of the E-AG Top Brass, as relevant letters on file show. The
American, ‘The only newspaper published in Britain for all Americans’ ran a headline
article about the event:
‘…it was a clear and feisty exchange between people close to the government in
America and people close to the government in the UK - on particularly the
controversies regarding the war on terror.’
The Group also featured in The European2. Behind the public face of the Group, books
and papers followed up the range of subjects discussed. The E-AG was not a lobby
group. It was independent, apolitical, and non-partisan, accountable only to its
members, its record and reputation, and to no one else including the government of
the day. The formula of ‘speaking truth to power!’ permeated its thinking. This ‘truth’
was an individual, not a collegiate, totem. There were almost a thousand members, a
few with personal agendas or, to be candid, bees in their bonnets. There were the
eccentrics, usually amusing, who imbued the Q&A sessions with
an aura of quintessential British idiosyncrasy. Dr John MacRae,
doppelgänger of Karl Marx with ancient, long, flowing white locks,
broad forehead and animated expression, once rose majestically,
magisterially, to his feet to spear a Chinese Ambassador with the
shaft that, judging him by his looks, was to be epoch-changing. It
transpired to be: “WHAT DO YOU THINK OF PEACE?” His
Excellency took this as pertinent, not impertinence, so gave close
attention to the implied proposition. It was deducible after various circumlocutions
that, taken in the round, he was, on the whole, peaceable.3 In this, he and Michael
Shrimpton, author and barrister, were not peas out of a pod: British diplomats were
more scandalised even than the French Ambassador to hear of the UK’s forthcoming
unilateral Declaration of War on France! As for Lady Snow! No topic in her presence
escaped her angst-laden if obscure slant on a fate befalling white swans. It came to
seem global, whatever it was, given that Speakers from far afield struggled to put these
concerns to bed. Such exceptions stood out among the interrogative questioning,
pace swan (white) lovers and grim Little Englanders. Tom Curtin, Head of Corporate
Communications at UK Nirex - responsible for the safe disposal of radioactive nuclear
waste - made no reference to such Old Faithfuls when he wrote of Sir Richard Morris’
See article in later section on event in the Banqueting House with Otto von Habsberg
Perhaps the question was not as wide of the acceptable mark as originally thought. Abba Eban,
former Israeli Foreign Minister, speaking to the Group put a not dissimilar rhetorical question: ‘…you
promise Israel a just and durable peace. …If you are not careful you get into a philosophical argument
about what is peace’. Dr MacRae was the Doctor present at the birth of Elma’s daughter and lived a
fairly isolated life in Scotland’s Western Isles.
2
3
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presentation to the E-AG on 22nd May 1995: ‘All at Nirex were very pleased (at) such
a high level audience and we were most impressed with the depth of understanding
and the level of questioning.’
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The experience of seeing at close quarters those who made the news was part of this
charmed circle. The Group was a setting in which observant people could learn about
the characters who sometimes changed the course of history. Lord Rippon
accompanied the Prime Minister, Edward Heath, when the instrument of accession to
the Common Market was signed in 1972. Geoffrey Rippon’s luminous, all-round
intelligence, his incisive way of slicing through dross, seemed nothing if not rational.
He was chairing a committee with his customary gravitas when the topic of Europe
came up. His remarks flowed in consistent patterns of tone and speech. It was only
when sitting close to him that the pupils of his eyes could be seen dilating as soon as
his pet beliefs were touched upon. He switched in a trice from logician mode to one
more akin to that of a visionary without the slightest of change of vocal inflexion.

(Left) Lord Sherfield, Hon Royce Frith QC, High Commissioner for Canada addressed the E-AG on 27.4.1995
in the St Ermins Hotel; on his right are Viscount Montgomery of Alamein CMG CBE (Chairman, E-AG) and the
Ambassador of Spain. Elma Dangerfield is facing them. See Speech below and anecdote at the foot of Page 27.
Photographer: Krishan Dutt LRPS
(Right) Rt Hon Lord Hamilton of Epsom (Trustee & Chairman, E-AG),
Sir Eldon Griffiths, Justin Glass, Sir Philip Goodhart (Trustee, E-AG) & Julia Couchman at the East India
Club. Sir Eldon was a long-standing Committee member perfectly attuned to the needs of the E-AG. He was
formerly an MP who immigrated to the USA where he ran the World Affairs Council in Orange County. He had
the ear of US Presidents. He spoke to the Group in the East India Club on 6.4.2011

A student of the history of that era can get a snapshot of the big issues by casting their
eyes over topics explored in the E-AG. A contemporary went one better; he had
advance notice, as if the knowhow behind the programme foresaw the burning topics
about to set the world by its ears. It was called ‘the E-AG’s Jeremiah streak’. A
Yugoslav Ambassador was invited to speak at the Group weeks before the first shot
was fired in anger in a war few knew was to engulf his country. This Cassandra-like
record of the Group looked set to be marred when a French Ambassador held forth at
the E-AG podium, exuding goodwill about rosy bi-lateral relations. Thorny issues were
all but resolved. Nothing was going to go wrong. The debate was squib rather than
fireworks. Jeremiah, no quitter, unlatched the back door to let in Cassandra. It
transpired that, while speaking to the E-AG, the Ambassador's house burnt down!
President Kaunda of Zambia4, a father of modern Africa, was hugely jovial as well as
being highly educated by his missionary parents. One hardly expected to see him in
President Kaunda founded the Zambian African National Congress and was the first President of
independent Zambia.in 1973. He spoke to the Group on 8.6.2008.
4
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a Music Hall, much less in London’s Naval and Military club, treating the audience to
a sing-song-along even if he was once captured on TV dancing with Mrs Thatcher.

European-Atlantic Group Newsletter, Page 1 – May 2009 edition
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Left: President Kaunda with Sir Geoffrey Clifton Brown MP at the Army and Navy Club
with Dr Martin Kazuka and his grand-daughter in the background.
Right: E-AG Chairmen and then Presidents: Sir Ralph (later Lord) Dahrendorf, KBE,
FBA speaking on ‘The New Europe’ on 11.7.1991 in St. Ermin’s Hotel. On his right is The
Rt. Hon. Lord Rippon of Hexham QC, PC

President Vytautas Landsbergis5, revered throughout Lithuania and across the globe
as the man of iron who withstood the real threat of invasion by President Gorbachev,
thus paving the way for the fall of the Iron Curtain and the independence of his country,
came across at the E-AG as a thinking academic, one who made his fateful choices
calmly, with volatile crowds on the streets and Russian troops ready to attack, much
as a lecturer ruminating on delicate questions of alternative options.6
The President was not at the E-AG to retell of past glories, but to warn the members,
including MPS and Peers, of the dangers currently lurking on his country’s borders.
Did all the vim and occasional venom make any real difference to the country at large?
A tall order that. No one can say for sure whether a chance, though seminal, remark
or new acquaintanceship can affect the thinking that leads to action. The rivers of
historical happenstance are fed by innumerable tributaries.
Seating plans affect every guest’s experience at every event as the hubbub of a
hundred conversations constricts meaningful dialogue to within the range of immediate
neighbours.
Mr Glass has this to say to anyone asking why make a song and dance about all this
sound and fury. He was enjoying a pub dinner with some friends, and the Lithuanian
barmaid, hearing that he had met Landsbergis, gave all of them meals on the house!

President Vytautas Landesbergis spoke three times to the Group, twice in the Houses of Parliament
and once at the Oxford and Cambridge Club on 3.6.2009. See speech in the Speeches section.
6 King Hussein went one better, his delivery on 20.7.1989 so hushed that delegates strained to hear
every word. His speech the Speeches section, and that of Prince Hassan, occasioned much debate.
5
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President Landsbergis, Neil College and Justin Glass at the E-AG meeting at the
Oxford and Cambridge Club in 2009 in an article appearing in the Lithuanian
newspaper ‘Draugas’

The mantra at the E-AG was always: ‘What is the way forward?’ Speakers were asked
to slant their discourse towards this perspective. Q&A sessions could bring this out
more clearly, but three speakers at least wanted a reset of political systems in their
countries.7
Speeches at the E-AG were mainly given by the people involved in taking the
decisions. Transcripts went the rounds of institutes and think tanks. They were
consulted, and included, in specialist publications. They played a part in shaping
opinion, including in press reports and journals. Keen, off the record questioning at the
E-AG may have prompted reconsideration of decisions. We can never know.
Oliver Young, GATT Secretary-General, spoke at the E-AG in 1978, co-panellists
being Sir Geoffrey de Freitas MP, Mr Eldon Griffiths MP, Lord Layton and Mr Russell
Johnstone MP. It was blandly put in the Annual Record that Mr Young ‘replied most
frankly to the many questions raised by Members and Guests’. Weasel words those –
‘replied most frankly’! Similar understatement characterised the E-AG record when
his successor at GATT, Arthur Dunkel, addressed the Group in 1991. The E-AG
reportage was lofty, judicial, if in the sense of being diplomatic, prone to camouflage
spiky questions and tough positions of speakers. It papered over the gap between
what was said and …what was really thought. Newshounds however could throw such
constraint to the winds, as in the example below:
7

Chief Ajmal Khan (Afghanistan), Bo Aung Din (Burma), and Dele Ogun (Nigeria)
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Article in ‘The Times’ of 16th May 1991 on the address by Arthur Dunkel to the Group
in the St Ermins Hotel 8

It neither fell to that nor this E-AG record to hash over the thorny issues. Transcripts
do that job. William Burger, European Editor of Newsweek, spoke at the E-AG in 1993
about the EU: “Americans are great believers in grassroots democracy and political
accountability. It still looks to us that a lot of power has been placed in the hands of
17 unelected officials…” Howls of execration might greet his arguments, or cheers. It
would hugely protract the length of this account if it descended into that soup, or
others. The E-AG objective was that all sides of all cases be put well.
The books published by ‘European-Atlantic Publications Ltd’ conveyed a more
historical aspect of the international scene. ‘My Flying Circus’ by Richard Leven was
a gripping account by the pilot who flew the record number of WW2 daylight bombing
missions, and whose additional claim to uniqueness was that he went on to enjoy a
successful career as a circus ringmaster. So far so good, but the historical relevance
lay in the light shed by this Englishman who studied at the Schule Schloss Salem,
8

Transcripts of the speeches by Arthur Dunkel and William Burger are in the Speeches section
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founded by Kurt Hahn. After being forced to leave Germany, Hahn founded in 1935
the UK school of Gordonstoun. The book has a fresh perspective on a period which,
in Germany particularly, still seems a source of breast-beating.
A more far-reaching revision of historical record was aired in ‘Hitler and the King’ by
John Hall Spencer. It depicted the part played by King Boris of Bulgaria in saving the
lives of thousands of Jews by hoodwinking Hitler. Churchill’s put-down of the King as
a ‘weak and vacillating cipher’ had been the received wisdom but the E-AG helped to
corroborate the views of Herr Herman Goering, Hitler’s WW2 Luftwaffe chief, in his
more accurate depiction of the King as ‘a cunning fox’. Boris’s son Simeon, King and
subsequently Prime Minister of Bulgaria, expressed gratitude to the E-AG for helping
expose to the light of day the truth about what went on in the drama of those days.

Back cover of ‘Hitler and the King’ by John Hall-Spencer.
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The photograph (bottom left of book jacket) depicts Lady Symons, E-AG Chairman,
presenting a cheque to John Hall-Spencer for winning the Elma Dangerfield Prize for
literature. Political capital was made in the book’s blurb: ‘In a year when Bulgaria has
acceded to the European Union, it is a timely reminder of the value of reintegrating
these latest members of the European comity of nations.’.
20/20 vision is a wonderful thing, but a look back at the long list of E-AG events does
not convey the heat of the moment, the nature of cutting-edge controversies, at least
not without the help of imagination though, true, a sense of it all is conveyed by the EAG transcripts and Journals. Conversely words spoken at the E-AG could come back
to haunt speakers. Robert Maxwell’s chief of Staff, Peter Jay, in 1987, quoted the
novelist Trollope in decrying a deficiency of British culture, exemplified by the lady who
‘always had the utmost difficulty in distinguishing between commerce and fraud’. 9 Sir
David Gore-Booth10 quoted the observation of a Vice-Chancellor of Hull University,
Professor David Dilks - "If we imagine that we can foresee even the broad outline of
affairs five or ten years ahead we delude ourselves." H.E. Don Felipe De La Morena,
the Spanish Ambassador, was even more cautious at the E-AG in 1992: “A diplomat
must never give predictions, not even about what happened yesterday!”

(Left) HRH Prince Hassan of Jordan addressing the Group in June 1995 at the St Ermins Hotel with
Baroness Hooper CMG, Chairman of the Group. (See transcript of the speech and debate in the EAG Journal, ‘Politics Tomorrow’ in ‘Speeches’ section); (Right) Sir Anthony Buck giving the Vote of
Thanks in the House of Commons in January 1990 to Peter Unwin CMG, Deputy Secretary General
(Economic) of the Commonwealth. On the right is The Earl of Bessborough who chaired the
meeting.

The Directors knew when to use their own names, or those of others, in issuing
invitations. Shenda Amery on the E-AG Ladies Committee sculpted Prince Hassan.
No prizes for guessing who invited a speaker pictured above.
The shape of things to come, however, could be descried on a good night at the
European-Atlantic Group. The press article below is an instance of the E-AG being
The career of ‘Captain Bob’ Maxwell MC, a former MP and billionaire media mogul who bankrolled
the E-AG Journal, ended in ignominy when a massive fraud was uncovered in his business dealings
10 Sir David spoke to the Group on October 25th 1999
9
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put on notice of developments in train. The ‘Rapid Reaction Force’ is part of the tool
box of the international community, but t’was not ever thus.11

Many a speaker was glad of the chance of an E-AG rostrum when singled out for
preferment by a Group with so august a letterhead. A look at the E-AG letterhead
instilled the notion into those asked to speak at the E-AG and those invited to attend
events that this was a special invitation. Elma knew about Brand Image long before
the term was fashionable. An entire column on the left-hand side of Group notepaper
and its masthead were replete with names that bespoke power in the land. Once
ensconced on that imposing paper, the halt or lame, the retired or even the deceased
rarely defied Elma’s wishes that they remain in situ. Lord Montgomery grumbled that
the nomenklatura was proof even against the sting of death. This was not quite fair.
Vice-Presidents were asked annually for their consent to stay put and, if there was
demurral or silence from the grave, then delay in re-printing the letterhead played its
loyal part in keeping ermined shoulders to the public weal of the E-AG.

Mr de Cuellar’s speech is in the Speeches section as is Dr Segell’s article referring to the Rapid
Reaction Force
11

15
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It may be deemed strange by aficionados of the E-AG that this account of its history
has reached this point without closer attention to the founder, Elma Dangerfield CBE,
'the most formidable lady in London’ according to the financier, Peter Oppenheimer.

Peter Oppenheimer speaking to the Group on 21st November 1988.

Elma Dangerfield CBE
Elma Dangerfield could put the fear of damnation into the heart of man a foot and a
half taller than her, and a great many were. Called a ‘Pocket Thatcher’, a comment on
her personality not her politics, which were Liberal, Elma was a force of nature. To
know how the British Empire with so few people, relatively speaking, controlled a third
of the globe, one could do worse that to behold her in action. This was a quintessential
17

English memsahib, born to command, and who refined that breeding throughout her
life. Not a moment to waste, Elma had a toilet bowl installed in her bedroom. Not a
moment to waste in front of the mirror, Elma heaped coals on the head of the Duchess
of Argyll who, if Elma was to be believed, bestowed on mirrors rather more than a
modicum of scrutiny. It was ‘Do this!’ imperiously, and ‘Do that!’ to friends and
especially foes. At the age of 92 Elma was still spending every night on the tiles in
town. Utterly determined, tough as old rope, totally self-assured, certain of her place
at the centre of the E-AG and of its central place in the world, Elma let fly her brickbats
in all directions. Little imagination would be required to envisage Jove himself ducking
such a missile had she blasted one in his direction! They came, they took it on the
chin, and they fawned (the vast majority, that is, though Mrs Dangerfield would have
couched it differently). “DON’T put it in brackets! If you have something to say, say it!”
The following story is not merely apocryphal. Sheikh Yamani, the Saudi who controlled
OPEC, the oil cartel, and effectively silted up European roads with queues at garages
in the early 1970s with his oil price hike, had real power. He was invited to speak to
the Group, a favour conferred on him by Mrs Dangerfield. Elma was doubtless upset
with OPEC because it threatened to curtail her scurrying about town, notwithstanding
the words of Her Majesty’s leader of the Opposition, the Rt. Hon. Michael Foot, that
“Elma is the most lethal driver in England!” The date was set, the notices sent, and all
awaited in awe the arrival of the mighty man. Except Mrs Dangerfield. This did not
mean that our diva set little store by the invitation, as Yamani soon discovered. He
telephoned to cancel the engagement with sincere apologies. That, at least, was his
intention at the start of the diatribe that threatened to perforate his eardrum:
“YOU WILL COME TO THE GROUP.… IF YOU DO NOT COME IT WILL BE AN
INSULT TO THIS COUNTRY!” The register of Elma’s tone descended to the
sepulchral when she reached the climax with her deadly point: “And the Palace will
have to be told!”
No fool, Sheikh Yamani; he came, and he fawned. His impudence was forgiven, but
not forgotten. Elma’s regal demeanour was tempered with graciousness. It was
evident that the Duke of Edinburgh, when asked who qualified to be in the enclosure
at the top of the dais, understood the E-AG pecking order. He replied “You have to
know Mrs Dangerfield!”
The past mattered not, it was the present that counted, and how to shape it into its
proper design, that is to say in her image. The envelope of every letter from her was
marked ‘Personal! First Class! Urgent!’; her assistant, Rosemary, was despatched to
the post office several times a day. Lord Judd, a former Labour Minister, never forgot
being summoned to the telephone from a ski slope while on holiday in Switzerland,
only to be asked by Elma about a seating position on the top table for an event the
following week. Elma always knew better than everyone, and everyone nearly always
knew better than to disagree. Elma got things done. Elma went out to bat for her
people. It was part of the order of things. Wary cronies, deeply respectful
Parliamentarians, cowed traffic wardens, it was all the same. Elma would descend on
country houses to visit friends like the Earl of Bessborough or Lady Killearn, often with
her cat Poppety-Pooh in tow. And a host of weekend guests would be called from their
18

recreations to hunt for Poppety when she disappeared into the long grass.

Poppety P.

Dangerfield with Elma in a rare sculpture pose

Elma’s late husband, Lt Cdr Edward Dangerfield, was said to have returned to his
wartime post in the Admiralty on Mondays relieved at the prospect of being able to
recover from his high velocity weekend with Elma.
Always ready with a purposive question at E-AG meetings in Parliament and often at
the St Ermin’s hotel (see photo below), Elma’s words were invariably heeded, not least
because of the sharply plum accent in which they were couched.

Elma’s spirit infused the Group even after her active period was over. Her mid-nineties
finally saw her retire to her bed, from which she hardly moved for about two years, her
encyclicals dwindling to a faint trickle until the end came almost on the very day that
her bank balance reached 'nul points'. Her successor, Justin Glass, whose 26 years
as Director included the decade following her demise, quaffed deep her lessons, her
example and her formulas. The letterhead was continuously replenished by Properly
Placed People in whose names and to whose contacts, and subsequently also to his
own, invitations went forth. Former Presidents came, each seeing he was among
coevals. Each month, without exception during Elma’s hospitalisation at the grand old
age of 98, followed by her funeral in 2006, the procession of speakers continued
19

unabated: David Blunkett, former Home Secretary, the Earl of Onslow, Sir Ronald
Cohen who built a shopping mall in Gaza that was blown up by terrorists, the French
Ambassador, Cardinal Murphy O’Connor, Lord Radice and so on, as if by decree of
Elma from beyond the grave. Justin's determination to uphold the principles deeply
instilled in him during his years at the feet of this most imperious of Mistresses once
culminated in an awful moment after Manfred Wörner, the Secretary-General of
NATO, accepted an invitation to address the E-AG’s celebration of the Fiftieth
Anniversary of the founding of NATO. Over 500 prominent guests had booked to come
to Guildhall when Herr Wörner, the man who was to hold the line of Europe against an
attack by the Russians, rang the E-AG to apologise that he was unable to come. He
could not be the Guest of Honour when Germany was just about to opt out of NATO.
It was child’s play for him to fob off a European-Atlantic Group Director and no amount
of larding with a perfunctory regret at this 11th hour withdrawal from the event could
mask a crisis staring the Group in the face. ‘Hamlet - without the King’ was a doddle
in comparison. There followed a Pavlovian moment as Mr Glass's training kicked in:
“But you HAVE to come! …If you do not come, it will be seen as an insult to this
country! And ….Oh my goodness! The Palace must be told!”
The formula worked its black magic. English manhood was given no cause to blush.
Buckingham Palace escaped by a whisker the convulsion that must have ensued at
Herr Wörner’s snub. The NATO Secretary-General came to Guildhall and, in the
event, hardly a British grandee, save Prince Philip, would so much as speak to him.

(Left) HRH the Duke of Edinburgh, the Secretary-General of NATO, Justin Glass and the Earl of
Bessborough

*****
© Copyright April 2020 All Rights Reserved – J. Glass. justinglass2020@gmail.com
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PENSÉES AND THINKING IN THE E-AG
With a soupçon of drama and a sprinkling of humour

A French Ambassador, Daniel Bernard, cautioned the Group in June 2002 that: ‘We run two
risks when we talk about Euro-Atlantic relations: that of wallowing in platitudes, or luxuriating
in grandiloquence.’ This point might have been made of the European-Atlantic Group story.
Old-style reportage of the early days teeters on the brink of the former trap; incomers of later
decades were sucked into the latter. A less deferential social order might cock a snook at it
but, then, one either went along with it and in good part, or left. This boat was not for rocking.
Sir Patrick Mayhew, Secretary of State for Northern Ireland, defined the main purpose of the
Group on 10th March 1994 as being ‘to promote closer relations between the European and
Atlantic counties especially by providing a regular forum for informed discussion of problems
and possibilities for better co-operation’.…
All so true but running the organisation was ‘98% perspiration, 2% immersion in the subject’.
A comparable gum, though more poisonous, constricted Congressmen during the global
financial ‘meltdown’ to go by the fact that their representatives spent most of the time allotted
for discussion at the E-AG in reviewing their office’s backstabbing.
A reader wanted detail on Afghanistan: ‘Countless lives and 7 trillion dollars lost’; and on Sir
Frank Roberts12, who was ‘instrumental in the mindset reconstruction of post-War Germany’:
Assessments - in this tale of the Group - can be controversial; brief phrases however true also
are often inadequate. The E-AG project on Afghanistan is in the Speeches section. Sir Frank
in his book ‘Dealing with Dictators’ told the story of Khrushchev saying ‘I am a bear!’ when
bodily picking up a British Ambassador. Sir Curtis Keeble said that the book ‘offers the
condiment that brings out the flavour of history’. It is an approach taken in these pages.
A facet of the successes of the E-AG was that it was social, fun even; politicians felt at ease.
After a gala, personal memories remain. This story is of how it all was got together and what
was learned at its events. Penseés are everywhere to be found in speeches and extempore
comments at the E-AG. Some actuating ideas of Speakers and their philosophy filters through
their anecdotes, observations and personalities. It serves to remind that it is human beings
who take the key decisions. Quarrying for such insight into Affairs of State is a subjective
exercise but there is reward according to taste in essaying such a Lucky Dip…
***
By way of a ‘PS’, a ‘postscript’ that is more ‘pre-scriptum’, this is what the Countess of Munster,
an eminent rheumatologist, wrote on seeing a draft of this E-AG history:
‘…I read your manuscript with great interest and affection. It is very well written and I have
learned a lot about the early days of the E-AG …I would welcome mention of the Polish
Ambassador, the late Stanislaw Komorowski, who gave a very good speech to E-AG. He was
a distinguished academic, who joined the diplomatic service as an ambassador at the time of
Poland's accession to NATO and then to EU in 2004. (Also) Would Jas Pomian, the loyal
secretary to Joseph Retinger, be worth mentioning?...’

A Review by Sir Curtis Keeble of Sir Frank Roberts’s book, ‘Dealing with Dictators’, is in the
Speeches & Book Reviews section, as are book reviews by Sir Frank Roberts, and one of his
speeches to the E-AG.
12
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All so true! The Ambassador’s words to the E-AG are included in the Speeches section. Of
Mr Pomian, be it said that Mrs Dangerfield had a soft spot for the quick-minded and warmhearted ‘Pom’, a renaissance man whose cultivation embraced the arts world as well as
politics and who was at one time canvassed as a possible E-AG Director. Pom wrote the
biography of Joseph Retinger, an Eminence Grise - a footnote in history whereas his true
contribution may well merit a greater weight. Such is the fate of many movers and shakers in
the shadows. If this can be said of the E-AG, its job will have been well done.

*****

A loud crash sufficient to ‘throw’ Michael Portillo13 when reaching a climactic point in
his speech occurred when the gentleman taking round the microphone, actor and
screenwriter Michael Wade, accidently dislodged a painting from the wall. Portillo,
quick as a flash, hit his oratorical peak with cod sympathy for Mr Wade:14 “I never liked
that picture!” Cue laughter! Leon Brittan15, told of the Chatham House rule banning
quotes being attributed to them in the Off-the-Record section, approved this caution:
“I prefer it that way. What I say is more sure of being reported!” Cue laughter! On
occasion absence of quicksilver repartee was a bolt that shot home. The wife of the
Director, Catherine Glass, her arm in a plaster cast would constantly tell of a minor
accident that had caused it, an account that staled by repetition. “Can’t you vary that
story!” Justin admonished, “Say anything, even being bitten by a crocodile would be
better!” So Catherine knew what to tell President Kaunda on his asking her, “Oh my
dear, how did it happen?” Duly informed of the reptilian munch by a dutiful wife,
Kaunda palpably relaxed, and his po-faced comment, “Ah, yes!” was as if to say: “Ten
a penny, crocs in downtown Lusaka!”
Of course, it tended to be more serious than that. Abba Eban16 regaled the E-AG with
his exchange when Foreign Minister of Israel and the Russian Ambassador saw him
in Tel Aviv to break off diplomatic relations: “But Mr Ambassador, there is trouble
between our two countries. That is when our being able to talk matters most. If all is
rosy, there is just the usual round of diplomatic cocktail parties!”
The Russian reaction said it all:

13

The Rt. Hon. Michael Portillo, Secretary of State for Defence, speaking to the E-AG on 21.11.1996

Michael Wade is the editor of this E-AG History as well as of books and screenplays. In his
lecture to the English Speaking Union on the English language, he referred to one of his ‘…Great
Displeasures (as the lecture was) …a lament or, if you prefer, a light-hearted rant about the grievous
assault on English grammar and syntax that pervades our airwaves.’ Among many other credits his
hour-long recitation, ‘Cardinal Newman: The Second Spring’, was given at the Vatican, Westminster
Cathedral and the Brompton Oratory.
14

(mikewade416@hotmail.com)

The Rt. Hon. Sir Leon Brittan, PC, QC, Vice-President, Commission of the European Communities,
spoke to the Group at a Luncheon Discussion on 6.11.1992. His apparently cavalier attitude to
reportage did not extend to inaccuracies; his office wrote on 16.11.1992 to correct a quotation in a
Reuters note submitted to the E-AG for checking, Sir Leon not having said that “John Major is wrong
and Martin Bangeman is right.” but the reverse.
15

Abba Eban, Former Foreign Minister of Israel, spoke to the Group on 4.3.1985. His speech is in
the Speeches section
16
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“What you say Mr Foreign Minister is perfectly logical. But I have not come here to be
logical. I have come here to break off diplomatic relations!”
Many a true word in what was not jest. The exchange was worthy of a thought of Sir
Bryan Cartledge17:
“They (the Russians) have no tradition of debate and their idea of winning an argument
is to shatter their opponent beyond the capacity to respond.”
Sir Bryan spoke approvingly of a way of life, now seemingly under threat that typified
British attitudes. It was a guiding line for the E-AG:
“We need able people who know how to live with an opponent. Certainly not people
who, whether in defence of left or right positions, crave at least to crush an opponent,
to drive him from the platform.”
Shimon Peres18 explained how he dealt with an opposing party in a confrontation:
‘”The art of negotiation is that of making partners.”
There arguably is a natural fellowship among notables. Shimon Peres recounted to
the Group his first greeting to the Prime Minister of Indonesia, a country with more
than 700 languages: “How are you getting on in your Tower of Babel?”19
Chief Anyaoko, the Commonwealth Secretary-General, went one better in 1993 than
the pensèes or aphorisms to which the E-AG was regularly treated. He may have
coined the term ‘Intermestic issues’: domestic incidents - like fratricidal murders in
Ireland or secessionist uprisings in Russia - that acquire international ramifications.
This history would be longer than all the transcripts were it to encapsulate them so a
few examples must suffice.
Lord Dykes, E-AG Chairman, introduced General Sir Mike Jackson20 by reference to
events of 1999 in Bosnia:
“General Sir Mike Jackson refused to block the Russian-occupied (airport) runway. as
British troops (could) have come into armed conflict with them. …Defying orders from
the Commander, Wesley Clarke…could have led to his dismissal…and…the
beginning of World War 111. We say thanks…to him for (his) wisdom…”
Clearly, this was no gentleman of ordinary human clay about to address the E-AG.
General Sir Mike began by making political capital out of the ‘unusually decisive
actions’ taken by the 1000 military fielded by the British in Sierra Leone in 2000.

Sir Bryan Cartledge KCMG, Ambassador to the Soviet Union, spoke at the E-AG on 20,2,1989. His
speech is in the Speeches section, as is that of Daniel Bernard, mentioned at the start of this Section,
and that of Mr Peres.
18 The Hon. Shimon Peres MK, former Prime Minister of Israel, speaking to the E-AG on 2.12.1997
19 In Genesis, dwellers in a tower to Heaven babbled in so many tongues they did not understand
each other
20 General Sir Michael Jackson GCB CBE DSO ADC spoke to the Group at the Naval and Military
Club on 26.2.2008
17
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“Whether we like it or not, it was not until 1996 and the eventual decision by the United
States to apply its political will backed up by its military power, that we got an end to
the Bosnian war … the UN force of 17,500 soldiers seemed incapable of stopping the
obscene brutality.”
Events were made both graphic and explicable by Sir Mike’s illustrations. Authentic
breath from between Stiff Upper Lips was exhaled. His time-honoured Brit attitude
sheds light on how much can depend on the man on the ground. The E-AG was told
how his son, Captain Mark Jackson, comported himself when detailed to check on the
safety of the British High Commissioner:
“Mark went to the home of the British High Commission to ensure that the great man
was well. “Leave it to me boss”, said his demolitions expert, “I’ll get that door down,
ten seconds and I’m done.”
“Well perhaps it wouldn’t be quite smart to blow down the door at the British High
Commission!” replied Mark. “….Why don’t you give it a push?”
The door simply swung open. It was the prelude to an exchange worthy of the pages
of G.A. Henty:
“Captain Mark Jackson, Sir, here, of the British Army, to make sure you’re okay.”
“My dear boy, I knew you’d make it. Would you like a drink?”
“Well I would!”
Lady Symons took up Sir Mike’s story in recounting her conversation with a squaddie
at the time about the regulation rifle:
“Its really good, really, really, really good. Its got really good aim. We never miss.
When we use this rifle and have the target in sight, I shall never miss!”
“I thought ‘This is great. Completely different from what everyone else is saying.’”
A formidable weapon - unless it was used, as the soldier explained:

“Only trouble, Ma’am, fucking trigger falls off!”
General Sir Mike had interceded with “I am appalled Sir!” but confessed to the E-AG
it was ‘the use of the vernacular that had thrown me’, not the speaking of truth to
power, of which he approved. It is by such minutiae that light is shed on political as
well as military goings-on. People of flesh and blood take real decisions in the heat of
the moment when in the heat of the kitchen. It was a leitmotif of the E-AG to show
how situations looked from the perspective of those who were taking the decisions.
Sir Stephen Wall KCMG LVO21 put this almost in so many words at the E-AG:

Sir Stephen Wall KCMG LVO UK, Permanent Representative to the EU, speaking to the Group
on 12.2.1998. His speech is in the Speeches section.
21 21
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“It must be a salutary exercise for any politician, as it is for any bureaucrat, to ask
oneself the question: ‘What would I have done if it had been my responsibility to decide
or to advise?’ on any of the great issues of the day.”
High-ranking former soldiers like Lord Chalfont, a leading E-AG light for many years,
or General Lord Richards22, whose eulogy of Chief Ajmal Khan alas is debarred from
quoting because of the Chatham House rule (pace Leon Brittan), were penetrating.
Sir David Richards, as he then was, regretted the passing of the class once common
of ‘soldier-diplomats’. Asked from the floor if it would ever be possible to eradicate
terrorism, General Lord Guthrie replied:
“The realistic goal is less to eradicate terrorism than to drive it down!”
A thought from J.M.A.H. Luns writing in the European-Atlantic Review (see below) in
1959 was as relevant to the E-AG of 40 years later as when penned:23
‘The human mind has the unfortunate but natural tendency little by little to relax and
to become less aware of dangers that have been threatening for a long time without
materializing. If NATO is to remain strong and effective it cannot afford the luxury to
draw, as it were, a cheque on the alluring era of peace and prosperity which our
technical achievements seem to make possible.’
Philosophical reflection was imparted at the E-AG as well as political thinking.
President Trump’s alleged volatility may have its uses? His critics may care to
remember General Galvin, Supreme Allied Commander24, speaking on the Cold War
(the following quote being from memory):
‘It may be thought that the US is too docile in the face of Russian belligerence. But
when you have two sides in a stand-off both of which are volatile and unreasonable,
the result can be combustion. When one side has that approach, the other side has
to be more than reasonable.’
The Supreme Allied commander at the E-AG quoted (of all sources!) the cartoon
character, Yogi Bear: “A thing ain’t over until it’s over!” To be fair, he also cited
Napoleon: ‘In the battle the will to win is to everything else as three to one.’
How true today is the concern aired by Lord Carrington KG CH KCMG MC when
Secretary-General of NATO and speaking to the Group about NATO in 198525:
“I never fail to be struck how quickly the issues change…it projects an image of the
Alliance as sixteen nations in search of a crisis…senior decision-making bodies of the
Alliance, spend too much time handling the problem of the present, and too little on
the questions which may be of the greatest significance for the longer term. And by

Sir David, now Lord, Richards spoke to E-AG in February 2009; his speech is in the Speeches
section on Afghanistan, below, which includes a paper put out by the Group
23 J.M.A.H. Luns, Foreign Minister of the Netherlands and President of the North Atlantic Council,
22
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His speech is in the Speeches section.
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that I mean not only the issues of tomorrow; but also some of the issues of yesterday,
which do not lose their importance as quickly as they seem to lose their fashionability.”
In the same year at the E-AG, Klaus Sahlgren, the Executive Secretary of the UN
Economic Commission for Europe, saw fit to quote a pensée of Myrdal26 from 1947:
‘I suggest that the message holds true even today…Confidence does not as a rule
trickle down from the mountain-tops of theory. It must start at the bottom - in the realm
of practical things.’
Luddites can take note that Klaus Sahlgen pointed out that ‘There is much evidence
to show that technological change is not the cause of long-run unemployment. Indeed
there is much evidence to the contrary, especially if we look at what has happened in
the electronics and computer fields.’ Plus ça change!
President Tan Mathathir of Malaysia, with energised intelligence that seemed to
pulsate from his immaculate and slight person, talked casually of the pressure that his
country had been under from the World Bank demanding austerity in order to service
Malaysia’s crippling debts:
“I was sitting round the table with my Cabinet and we thought about it and we said ‘No!
We are just not going to do that. We are going to spend our way out of this.’”
The guts it took to think this, say it, and then go on to implement it!
The former President, often credited with the turn-around of Malaysia from the Sick
Man of Asia to a Tiger Economy, was quizzed about his human rights record. With a
disarming smile, the President spoke of the strong-arm men in his cabinet:
“When a man comes up to you with a gun, it is difficult to say ‘No’”. 27

President Tan Mathathir at the E-AG in the Grand Committee Room in 2010 with the Director

It comes down to a perspective; what for instance would former hippies make of this
‘tough guy’? At the fag end of the Hippy Trail, south East Asia was known as a land
of lovely girls whose easy virtue, acquiescence to whims of Westerners, and appetite
for their dollars, was fabled. Tan Mathatir recollected how unattainable, he felt, was
Karl Gunnar Myrdal was a Swedish economist and sociologist. In 1974, he received the Nobel
Memorial Prize in Economic Sciences with Friedrich Hayek
2727 The former Malaysian President was introduced by Kevin Cahill, author of ‘Who Owns What in the
UK’
26
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any nubile girl of his salad days. He had to pluck up all his courage even to speak to
one of them. A man of flesh and iron!
Time and again, the question came up of whether the image in the press fitted that of
the man at the podium. The beam suffusing President Nyerere’s face as he handed
out gold medals from his Foundation seemed to give the lie to a view of some critics
that au fond a ruthless streak actuated him. Time and again, the best orators were
the entertainers. American speakers were genial, even fun, taking people into their
confidence, softening them, rather than ‘softening them up’.
Raymond Seitz28
described his meal at an English pub, lured in by a sign that read, ‘Eat Here - Have a
Pie and a Friendly Word’. Served up the pie-of-the-house in a surly manner he drew
the attention of the landlord to how service fell short of expectation, to be told with a
more ingratiating grin: ‘If I were you I’d watch out for what’s in that pie!’ His humour
contrasted with his serious points and bubbled below the surface. Voters at that time
did not pronounce so much on concerns of leaders but, depicting a dearth of interest
on the part of the general public in the controversy then moving the political world
about the Maastricht Treaty, he had his own his way of suggesting a ‘Project Stealth’
whereby Europhiles in power were quietly getting their own way:
“If I asked anyone where I live what they think about ‘The Maastricht Treaty’, the
bemused reaction I’d get would be ‘I haven’t seen the movie!’”
General John Galvin29, also began his speech with a gag:
“I am reminded of the story of the boy who said to his father: ‘Dad, I have a question!’
His father replied: ‘I am busy, ask your mother!’ The son rejoined ‘But Dad, I don’t
want to know that much about it!’ The E-AG audience was in the palm of his hand
when he had real point, political and philosophical, to make:
“I remind you of the words of the Greek philosopher, Heraclites: ‘An invisible bond is
stronger than a visible one’. For a formal bond such as a treaty alliance (NATO in this
instance) to be really strong it should be the tangible expression of bonds and feelings
of belonging together.”
The E-AG’s niche was not grounded in the groves of Academe or the Profit of Big
Business. The idea was more to ‘Get opposing sides in international relations to
confront each other in front of the thinking public.’
The Canadian High Commissioner and Spanish Ambassador squaring up to each
other over the ‘Cod war’ prompted a journalist out for ‘copy’ to ask the Director what
would happen if they came actually to blows, to be met by the retort of: “Lord
Montgomery is sitting between them and he is nothing if not burly!”30 Why visit the
theatre when there was the alternative of the E-AG?
H.E. the Hon Raymond Seitz, the US Ambassador, spoke to the Group on 26.3.1992
General John Galvin Supreme Allied Commander, spoke to the Group at Guildhall at the Group
Commemoration of the 40th Anniversary of NATO on 24.4.1989, and on 23.11.1987. See his speech.
30 The Hon Royce Frith QC, High Commissioner for Canada, and H.E. Don Alberto Aza Arias,
Ambassador of Spain, spoke to the Group on 27.4.1995. See transcript of Royce Frith’s speech in
Speeches section, also for photograph of the occasion on Page 7
28
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Two hundred plus delegates in the Grand Committee Room31 heard another Russian
Ambassador32, physically imposing though a thinker, hymning the achievements of his
Communist Government. The memories and prejudices of George Ben who was in
the audience were poles apart from those of the speaker. George said in private, “We
always got drunk at parties; so when the KGB came round the following morning to
ask who had said what, we could reply ‘Too drunk to remember!’” He fled Russia with
the KGB on his tail. Perhaps the secret police had not thought him as drunk as all
that? The moment chance offered in the Q&A session, George let fly vituperation at
the Ambassador but was stalled when the Russian got to his feet from the podium,
one hand on his breast and the other outstretched to George:
“You and I, we are both Russians. Speak to me, Comrade, in our language!”
George fell into it. His furious diatribe was reduced to Russian which virtually no one
there understood. The Russian Ambassador then stood up: “I will translate that into
English.” His translation had George leaping to his feet again, fury uncontainable, in
a pitch almost a scream. It was too much for the Ambassador, who stood up slowly,
threateningly, turned to the Earl of Bessborough, the Chairman, and demanded in a
voice to out-foghorn George:
“Have the audience come here to listen to him….or To ME!”
The proverbial pin could be heard to drop. Silence! The two protagonists on their feet
glared at each other. All looked to Eric Bessborough. He pondered. He was not quite
decided. Moments passed. His wrestle with the poser, awaited with baited breath,
crystallised at last in the ruling:
“Er….We-ll…!”
It was telling. George and the Ambassador sat down, shaken. Passion so inflamed,
was doused. The debate continued on in majestic way. A True Blue British way of
dealing with foreign dissension had been put to the test and it was fit for purpose. It
turned out that the Ambassador had mistranslated what George said but hardly a soul
there knew it. … and that Eric Bessborough might have been slightly senile. 33

31

This was before a horseshoe seating arrangement limited numbers in the Grand Committee Room
H.E. Mr Leonid Zemyatin, Ambassador of the USSR to the UK, spoke to the Group on 26.4.1990. See
Speeches section.
33 Apart from giving participants a fair hearing, traditionally British and in the ‘E-AG Debating Conventions, the EAG gave price of place to descendants of illustrious figures of English history, such as Lady Olga Maitland, Lord Onslow, the
Duke of Somerset, David Gladstone, and David Montagu Corry (descendant of Disraeli’s Secretary), to name but some, as
well as to those bearing great names of the past, such as Lady Londonderry.; and, from abroad: Christopher Dreyfuss and
Count Bernstorff. The list is long.
32
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The Ambassador, the Chairman, and the Awkward Squad, in photographs taken on happier occasions

It never came to fisticuffs at the E-AG though it came close. George Galloway MP
had a meeting due to start at 7.30pm in the Grand Committee Room and at 7.25pm
was about to enter it bullishly and demand that some 200 E-AG guests immediately
vacate it. This incursion was prevented by dint of an unseemly scuffle. The Director
got as far once as tightening his hands round the jugular of a delegate, the Rev John
Papworth, and forcing him bodily back into his seat as the only means putting an end
to his bellows of ‘STOP THE BOMBING’34 distracting 500 guests at Guildhall for the
1999 NATO thrash, there to hear, rather, what HRH the Duke of York had to say. 35

E-AG NATO Banquet 2009 in St James’s Palace: The Rt. Hon. Lord Carrington KG CH
GCMG MC, a former NATO Secretary-General and a vice-President of the E-AG, The Viscount
Montgomery of Alamein CMG CBE former Chairman of the E-G; and General Sir Mike Jackson
GCB CB DSO ADC. 36 (Right) HRH Prince Andrew with Jan Boulting, a generous E-AG Sponsor

HRH Prince Andrew’s office wrote after the NATO banquet at St James’s Palace in
2009 and the speeches which deserve inclusion here (along with a hundred others):
‘The evening went well (apart from the fire alarm interruption)…I am grateful for the
assistance you gave in making sure that the Household’s wishes were taken into
account in organising the evening.’37
The ‘Fire Alarm interruption’ might sound en passant when considered against the
weighty speeches delivered that night but it had threatened to upend the entire
proceedings. Guests including the 27 Ambassadors were heading for the exit, and a
In the Bosnia War
As Jan Bolting wrote:‘…the distinguished guests made very good speeches, especially General Sir
Charles Guthrie but it was sad that a certain gentleman felt it necessary to shout out about the
bombing. I could see though that you had him well in line.’ Letter to Mr Glass from Jan Bolting 20.
5.1999
36 See speeches section for speeches to the E-AG by Lord Carrington and summary of Sir Mike’s talk
34
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19.11.2009 - Letter to Mr Glass from Alastair Watson, Private Secretary to The Duke of York,
Buckingham Palace. The equerries were extremely helpful and, on the night, HRH Prince Andrew was
excellent, with his major contribution received with marked appreciation
37
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freezing November night, disbelieving the siren was but a practice drill on so august
an occasion. The ensuing scramble was upending the military precision of the
ordering and timing of the proceedings. Timely word was spread that ‘It is just one of
Justin’s little jokes!’38 The oratory to come and indeed the music was salvaged.
The Director was gratified to receive the following accolade after the event:
‘…Elma Dangerfield would have been very proud… I know you like Theatre and
Drama. It was a colourful touch to bring in the Pikemen and Musketeers…’39

NATO Banquet 2009: HRH Prince Andrew with Christopher Arkell, Trustee, Paul Joyal, Head of US
Homeland Security, Hon Mrs Zenat Rous, Ladies Committee, E-AG40. (Right) Lady Symons, E-AG
Chairman; John Bradley at table centre

John Quick with Princess Zohra; (Centre) Lord Dykes, E-AG President (Right) Dr Julian Critchlow, Trustee

Life would be dull indeed if political decisions were reduced to abstractions without
human interest or a degree of entertainment value. The UK debate over Europe was
heated well before ‘Brexit’ divided the country. As Sir Philip Goodhart41 put it: ‘By the
Identical wording was used at the Savile Club on 18.9.2007 by the Chairman Sir Michael Burton,
the former Ambassador, when introducing the Speaker, his namesake Sir Michael Burton, the Judge
39
Letter to Mr Glass from the Hon Sir Clive Bossom, Bt. 11.11.2009 (See photo n NATO Picture
gallery). Sir Clive father was Sir Alfred Bossom who, in the 1950s,offered the Group hospitality at the
Anglo-Belgian Club. Churchill famously remarked ‘Bossom! Neither one thing nor the other!’
38

The Ladies Committee had an Annual Ladies Luncheon but in the period in question their
undoubted help, such as that of Mrs Rous, Lady Burton, Katerina Jeffrey & Doreen Willis-Bailey, was
on an individual footing
41 Sir Philip Goodhart did Trojan work for the Group as a Trustee and was amenable to instructions,
writing to Justin on 13.2.2001: ‘I always just follow your lead whenever I can understand what you are
writing or saying.’
40
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end of the evening the hostility temperature was climbing very satisfactorily. If the
Savile Club had produced another couple of courses, our principal speakers might
have hit each other….’42
Here again is Sir Philip, this time writing after a debate about Climate Change:
‘I am all for reducing sea levels (except at Frinton and Bognor Regis) …. Anyhow, after
Tuesday night’s blizzard, I am in favour of more Global Warming…. We have had
considerable success with our Afghanistan projects but we have never discussed the
attitudes of Afghanistan’s northern neighbours…Ought we to be quietly pressing the
Ukraine to give the Crimea back to Russia? This time the Light Brigade should stay
at home…’43
Consideration of practical issues could play second fiddle to underlying attitudes. As
the Russian Ambassador44 put it, quoting Count Sforza:
“There are times at the opera when you should enjoy the music, and not worry about
the words.”
The Russian Ambassador went on to explain the Russian reaction to the build-up of
armaments by the West by quoting the theatre director, A. Stanislavsky: ‘It is an
almost inevitable rule that where there is a gun hanging on the wall that is seen in the
first act, it will be fired in the third act.’
There were ‘guns’ enough awaiting a pull on the trigger in times past; it is instructive
to see what the Men and Women of the Moment thought about issues such as Brexit
and the refugee crisis, as reflected in E-AG transcripts, at times prior to the crossing
of a plentiful supply of Rubicons.

Paramount Chief Ajmal Khan Zazai spoke to the Group in the House of Commons in 2018
(above) with E-AG Trustees Mili Gottlieb and Justin Glass in the House of Lords unveiling a
42

Letter to Justin Glass 5.7.2007. Professor Stephen Haseler and Derek Scott was speaking to the E-AG about
the EU at the Savile Club on 19.6.2007.
43

The Light Brigade famously charged into withering fire of Russian canon in the Crimean War. Letter to Justin
Glass 30.10.2008. Sir Philip was on the 1922 Committee. He wrote ‘A Stab in the Front’ the account of how, as a
journalist and then politician, he discussed with the protagonists of the Suez War, Nasser, Eden, and
Eisenhower, their perspectives, his conclusion being that their moves were miscalculated and on the basis of
faulty Intelligence
44

H.E. Mr Yuri Fokine, the Russian Ambassador, spoke to the Group on 26.11.1998
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scroll of the signatures of tribal chiefs in Afghanistan subscribing to his League of Afghan
Tribes.

Chief Ajmal Khan of Paktia, Afghanistan, met through the E-AG top military and
diplomatic UK and US personnel including General, later Lord, David Richards,
Commander-in-chief at the time. The ‘Chatham House Rule’ inhibits quotation but he,
like many, owned to being swayed by Khan’s platform. A paper was produced by the
Group on Khan’s plans, the target audience being the upmost echelons of the political
and diplomatic world involved in the issue. Behind-scenes meetings were set up by,
or following from, E-AG discussions, including a TV panel with Ajmal Khan and Sir
Paddy Ashdown, a hero on the Hindu Kush.
Ajmal Khan’s predictions in that debate and the E-AG project on Afghanistan 45 were
highly prescient. They still hold force in 2020. Will Afghanistan be affected by Khan’s
experience or his experience of the West at the E-AG? Will implementation of his
ideas be the salvation of his country? It is yet too early to say.
Behind-scenes meetings instigated by, or spawned by, the E-AG featured in E-AG
Newsletters but this was not part of the public persona of the Group. T’was ever thus
in the E-AG as can be seen from the Annual Record of 1959:
‘Round Table Dinner Discussions have given the experts such as Sir Paul Gore-Booth
(one of the “The Group of Four”) and Mr John Tuthill (of the United States Delegation
to O.E.E.C) the opportunity to speak frankly “off the record” to smaller gatherings as
they could not do at large open meetings.’
Churchill believed that secret history not in the history books explains the course of
history. In this shrouded area the E-AG perhaps can lay greatest claim to influence.
In 1987 Sir Geoffrey Pattie, Minister for Space, spoke in the Grand Committee Room
to the E-AG in Parliament. He told of how the cosmos drew closer through scientific
invention. The temperature of enthusiasm plummeted as the in-house telescreen
broadcast that the Prime Minister, Mrs Thatcher, intended to scrap the whizz of a
project, ‘Hotol’, an ‘air-breathing’ rocket. Spirits at dinner in the St Ermin’s Hotel were
revitalised when representatives of the industry stood up, microphone in hand, to
pledge private funding.
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See Speeches section for the E-AG paper on Afghanistan and the E-AG debates on this topic.
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European-Atlantic Group Newsletter – from Page 2 – May 2009 edition46

Left: Ajmal Khan with Donald Rumsfelt, US Secretary for Defence, in Washington Right:
General Joseph Ralston, Supreme Allied Commander Europe and Commander-in-Chief and
US European Command, who spoke to the Group on 16.4.2002, holding E-AG cuff links

The Rt. Hon. Margaret Beckett47 at the E-AG set store by the principle, ‘There is no
end to what you can achieve if you don’t mind who gets the credit for it!’ Where save
perhaps as a footnote to history does the name of George Guise appear? Guise, a
vice-President of the E-AG, was generous with high level contacts. He was a ‘head
chef’ in Mrs Thatcher’s so-called ‘Kitchen cabinet’ and played a key advisory role for
instance in the UK’s financial support of CERN as well as in ‘Thatcherism’ generally.
The Iranian Ambassador appointed shortly after Ayatollah Khomeini came to power
was to address the Group but pulled out at the eleventh hour, having decreed that
none of the two hundred or so guests should have alcohol, it being contrary to his
religious tenets. The Director had acceded to the request, thinking it eloquent of new
Iranian attitudes. A panel of experts made good the loss of the billed speaker but it
was the Number Two at the Iranian Embassy who gave the real game away. He was
seated at dinner besides Julia Couchman, wife of a diplomat, who proffered him a
glass of water. He declined. Moments later, a waiter asked the same question but
this time he accepted. He could not drink even water if from the hand of a female..!
Three hours in total for the presentations in a two-header - an hour and a half in
Parliament, and the same again at the ensuing dinner - was too long for any
controversial policy let alone slogan-ising to pass unchallenged, especially with
audiences like those at the E-AG. Here is Lord Runcie: ‘I am confronted by a very
distinguished gathering …who could speak with greater authority than I about so many
of the issues I will raise.’ Once the Speaker did not show up, a German banker who
had had a heart attack. A panel rapidly was pressed into service from the 200 present
in the Grand Committee Room and also Sir Frederick Bennett who happened by
Parliament just at the time. Asked what would happen if the speaker arrived in the
middle of the fascinating debate, the Director, tongue-in-cheek, replied, “We would bar
him ingress!”

John Gouriet was a co-Founder of ‘The Freedom Association’ and author of ‘HEAR HEAR!’ which
won the Elma Dangerfield Prize for literature
47 The Rt. Hon. Margaret Beckett, former Labour Foreign Secretary, spoke to the Group on 6,3.2007
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Rare it was that an easy run was accorded Speakers from the experts or delegates.
It was expected, and asked, that E-AG questioning should be feisty. The Archbishop
of Canterbury, Lord Runcie, was under no illusions: “I am comforted by the thought
that if I tread ignorantly or confusingly you will not simply smoulder; you will be up and
at me!”48 The Head of the Ditchley Foundation49 with two senior colleagues made out
a case of logic that seemed hermetic for moving with caution as regards Western
responses to Iran over its nuclear build-up. Some at the E-AG felt that in this context
Fortune Favours the Bold. One of this ilk had to be Louisa Hutchinson who, speaking
from the floor, did not mince her words:
“Tonight we have heard three Neville Chamberlains!50”
Sometimes, official policy brooked no scintilla of deviation, especially during the Cold
War. Positions then were mired in amber. An intellectual exercise was in savouring
the manner in which Cold Warriors such as Sir Frank Roberts could expound
doctrines, saying little new but a way that sounded fresh-minted and garnished with a
bon mot. Those who hated Germans so much that they wanted the Berlin Wall to stay
standing were characterised as loving Germany so much that they wanted two
Germanys to love! Sir Frank who had been the Private Secretary of Ernest Bevan
attacked a policy of Mrs Thatcher in diplomat-speak:
‘Great people can make great mistakes!’
Sir Frank, whose lack of inches probably pressed his candidature to deal with Stalin,
notoriously height-conscious, would talk of ‘We’, impressing into considered words a
putative weight of the Foreign Office, and endowing the stiletto gleam of a courteous
smile and the odd musicality of his hacksaw vocal chords with an unspoken threat.
Foreign visitors usually were heard out with politeness and respect, such as the
Chinese Ambassador51 when stigmatising at length the Dali Lama as ‘a war criminal’
in her talk about Climate Change. Perhaps she had had ‘word’ that Tibetan religion
was the safer topic? An unusually placid discussion was about the stand-off between
Pakistan and India at a time when the Temple at Amritsar was engulfed in sectarian
violence.52 The De haut en bas debate lasted till the E-AG President, the Earl of
Limerick, in whose person fine breeding sat well alongside his fine intelligence, wound
up proceedings with a customary, well-crafted limerick. A Sikh mesmerised by all the
intricacies, to go by his ever-widening eyes but zipped-up mouth, could bear it no
more. Lord Limerick’s light-hearted swan song was barracked in anger! Passions
inflaming the topic were brought home with a bang to the would-be map-drawers
present, a moment when light was shed on heat.
A jet-lagged South American Ambassador began by saying “I will be boring!” It was
the most pertinent thing he said. So well did he make good his word to the nine
February 25th 1997. NB E-AG Debating Conventions are at the end of a Sample Guest List below.
Sir Michael Quinlan GCB
50 Sir Neville Chamberlain famously waved a piece of paper signed by Hitler and declared ‘Peace in
our time!’ shortly before WW2. Louisa Hutchinson, an E-AG member, was in the property business.
51 H.E. Mrs Fu Ying, Ambassador of China, spoke to the Group on 24.4.2008
52 Sir David Goodall GCMG spoke to the Group on 25.3.2002. His speech is in the Speeches section.
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increasingly somnolent South American Ambassadors present that it surely was no
co-incidence he was recalled that week to the country from which he had just come.
It could happen in a Group that was as high profile as the E-AG, as Sir Anthony Buck
knew. Sir Anthony, former Minister of the Navy and red-blooded scion of the House
of Gentleman Jack, eighteenth century pugilist, was a staunch E-AG Vice-Chairman
in the mid-1980s. He had eyes for a comely lady (as seen in the photo below). He
laid claim to two causes of personal sadness, the first when he retired as an MP, his
Tory successor in his constituency “had the colossal cheek to increase my majority!”
The other was his marriage to gold-digging, kiss-&-tell, fuck-&-publish Bienvenida, a
Spanish harlot. The photograph splashed in newsprint of the Spanish Minister sitting
beside Bienvenida Buck in the E-AG horrified his compatriots when confronted by this
evidence. He was ordered straight back to Madrid. His Diplomatic Controller who
knee-jerked in damage-limitation from the scandal is hereby informed that all E-AG
seating plans were conjured up by the E-AG Directors. A picture can tell a thousand
dubious words. Sir Antony Buck is caught on camera53, below left, in the act of simply
looking at Princess Michael.

(Left): Sir Anthony looks at Princess Michael; (Right) ‘The Times Diary’ on 21st October 1994

The E-AG’s eclectic mix of social grace and expertise sometimes interacted at cross
purpose. A stage-whisper of a titled lady “Is he talking about Monnet, the painter?”
raised intellectual beetle-brows half way through Pierre Duchene’s thought-provoking
account54 of Jean Monet, founding father of the European Union. E-AG archives are
not yet open to the public for her name to be revealed. Humour could surface even
before guests arrived, in debate titles like Sir Malcolm Rifkind’s ‘When Bush Comes to

Photo taken at a Gala organised at the Hilton with the E-AG in tandem with David Griffiths
Lord Dahrendorf’s book review. Duchene spoke at an E-AG luncheon-discussion Group on
17.7.1995.
53

54See
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Shove’ or the Middle East Peace Process being billed as ‘Multi-faced’ as opposed to
‘Multifaceted’ 55, a Freudian Slip if ever there was one.
The German Ambassador, Herr von Richthofen, did not come to address the Group
as planned. He was summoned to Germany by the Chancellor, Herr Genscher, when
the Berlin Wall fell. The following committee meeting featured as usual a list of some
20 applicants for E-AG membership. Von Richthofen had applied. The custom was
for a Chairman, in this case Lord Rippon, to read out each name and accompanying
thumbnail CV slowly, then pause, ostensibly to give those present a chance to voice
objection to the candidate’s suitability. Lord Rippon, with customary gravitas, read out
the names, as (a hypothetical) example: ‘James Smith, (pause) …The Director of
Smith, Smith & Smith Heavy Industry PLC (pause)’. Lord Rippon’s recital of names
and justifications of fitness for membership went on: ‘His Excellency Baron Hermann
von Richtfofen’. He continued giving the qualification for entry with solemnity: ‘…The
German Ambassador who did not come, as promised, to address the Group’. Lord
Rippon saw if too late that he was hardly advancing the cause of the applicant. The
chance of blackballing the Ambassador was not seized, amid a gust of laughter.

Left: The Lord Mereworth, poet and playwright; Right: The Earl of Limerick KBE FBA, Chairman
and then President of the Group 1998-2002 at an E-AG Reception on 24.11.1997 for the Hon Peter
Caruana, Chief Minister of Gibraltar

The Lord Chancellor, Lord Irvine, quoted from an E-AG dinner in ‘The Times Diary’ of
14th December 1999 aroused the synthetic ire of Lord Limerick.

The Rt. Hon. Sir Malcolm Rifkind QC MP, Secretary of State for Defence, spoke about President
Bush’s plans to the Group on 13.7.1993. He wrote in July 2020 ‘….I can claim to be fons et origo of
the title “When Bush Comes to Shove”. It came to me, like an epiphany, when I was thinking what I
might say….’
H.E. Mr Mohammed Shaker spoke to the Group on 12.12.1994
55
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(Left) The ‘Times Diary’ 14th December 1999; (Right) Lord Limerick and Lord Irvine looking in
different directions. Averting his gaze in the foreground is Admiral Sir Julian Oswald.

Below is the letter of protest from Lord Limerick printed in ‘The Times’

Patrick Limerick ran a risk of acquiring the mantle of being ‘the Earl of the Limerick’. It
may not be fair; his poetry branched out, as seen in the E-AG Journal, Politics
Tomorrow (see below), and the acumen he brought to restructuring the Group in line
with new legislation illustrates abilities that took him far in business and diplomacy.
E-AG delegates offered much food for thought with lighter moments and bonhomie
that made it all go with a zing did not go for the food for eat. Obstinate souls cavilled
at the chicken, for years the main course. A former Minister of Iran under the Shah,
prepared for the worst, was delighted to behold ‘Poussin’ bedecking the menu. As
other guests at his table knew, it means ‘Baby Chicken’.
“Ah!” cried that dignitary with satisfaction: “…Poussin! At long last! ….FISH!”
No one enlightened the gourmand as to the translation of ‘Poussin’ preferring instead
to await with glee his disconsolate reaction on being served, yet again, the E-AG’s
dish of the day and every other day. His fellow guests were not disappointed as his
face fell on seeing the plate put before him. It is a little-known success story of the EAG that he kept coming back for more.
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The former Iranian Minister when off duty could be the life and soul of a party. Photo not taken at the E-AG
© Copyright April 2020 All Rights Reserved - Justin Glass; justinglass2020@gmail.com

BEHIND THE SCENES
THE E-AG OFFICE IN CHELSEA 1987-2006 – the Group at work and at play

The E-AG office under the aegis of Mrs Dangerfield was in a basement56.
Who worked there? Lord Limerick observed in writing that it was ‘…the energetic, but
solitary Justin’. This was not so at the start of the Justin era. The office was staffed by
a blue rinse brigade whose name was not ‘Efficiency’ - a word, like ‘Networking’, that
was somehow rather common. But one didn’t say so, of course. One by one they
departed. One advantage of this was that it cut down on the interminable wall-to-wall
chatter. They had curtsied before the King in their Debutante days, but in harder times
they were in thrall to Mrs Dangerfield and to a paltry stipend. The work was demanding.
Fulsome praise in 30 pages of letters attest to this but the exigencies of the long
working days did not permit any resting on laurels.
Maxine Vlieland, late of the British Königswinter committee, and Jane Page, whose
letters exude an upstanding graciousness, were on the E-AG staff and the Ladies
Committee in the 1970s, but they had departed and those left in situ, domestic staff
aside, when Justin arrived were Daphne Olorenshaw and Clarissa Lada-Grodzicka.
Clarissa’s grandeur was softened by a touching humility, largely born of the demands
of a tough modern world on a lady alone in straitened circumstances. Tall, fine of
feature and form, she had once been a beauty. It sounded as if her early adult life had
been spent drifting through Edwardian drawing rooms: “Not a very nice man, Evelyn
Waugh!” she recollected, having been snubbed by that writer. Her exchanges with
callers on the telephone often began thus: “Who are you!” It was a proclivity finally
remedied when Lady (Shirley) Williams57 snapped back “And WHO are YOU?”
Clarissa knew ‘how to behave’, but this did not mitigate her Scandinavian depressive
Elma’s home at 6 Gertrude Street, Chelsea, SW10 0JN. The office was previously was at 64
Kingsway, WC2
57 One of the ‘Gang of Four’ who broke away from the Labour party to form the Liberal Democrats
56
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tendencies. An insect flew into the office. Clarissa gasped, "Oh my God! It’s a WASP!”
Her lugubrious facial expression and vocal tone descended to mock-horror as if in
anticipation of noxious fumes rising from a newly-opened coffin as she concluded
darkly: “…SPRING must be coming!”
Sneering at Clarissa (pictured left) oh-so-politely was no-nonsense
Daphne Olorenshaw, slightly less grand, more portly, the very model
of a modern English gentlewoman, with a career in embassies behind
her. The term 'gentlewoman' could not in her case easily be
associated with its two worded consort 'gentle woman'. “That’s a nice
dress you have on!” Justin exclaimed after years of working with her
in the same office, only to be put back in his box with, “Don’t make
personal remarks!” Mrs Glass, being French, was impressed by the
tough English specimen in the person of Daphne, having seen her after an event on a
midwinter night wearing a light chemise with not so much as a scarf round her neck,
an octogenarian shrugging off the freezing cold while people half her age were
shivering in furs. Daphne did have a friendly side, but could always be relied upon to
‘keep her end up’. She needed to watch the pennies - only known to others after her
demise - but this disposition became her as a proper deportment for those brought up
to take on the mantle of 'The Lady of the Manor'.

The garden at Gertrude Street
Photography by Julia Couchman: juliacouchman@hotmail.co.uk

The physical surrounds and quaint garden seemed to recall the period of the Boer
War, when the house was built. Fustian furnishing, the clanking, ancient boiler in the
kitchen, and an olde worlde feel, lent to modern gadgetry a semblance of incongruity.
The voluminous Helen, Elma’s domestic assistant, a ball of irrepressible fun like her
great-great-uncle, Dan Leno, the Music Hall comedian, played her part in this parallel
universe of the Edwardian age, being transfigured by Elma into the obligatory Parlour Maid.
One day, the boiler clanking began rising in volume by the second; Helen scared the
living daylights out of everyone, rushing into the office in the prescribed manner of a
Below Stairs drama queen, the many folds of her body wobbling in so-un-English panic,
screaming out in her best cockney: "ITZ GONTA BLOW!", before diving for cover - outdoors.
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Office Christmas party 1995: Left: A ‘Parlour Maid’ (Helen) caught in the act by Elma (Comment
added in jest later by Rosemary); Right: Rosemary, Justin and Lisa

Elma was impervious to the advantages of new technology. ‘Where is Justin?’ Elma
was once asked. The tone of her answer - “Fiddling with his computer!” - was ample
testament to her scorn. It was an anxiety-laden part of preparing painstakingly the
detailed guest lists, a job Justin made inviolably his, that the grand result might be
snookered by mechanical failure in any or all of the three printers crammed into a tiny
space. And sure enough, they all went wrong the day before an event, necessitating
a 7am rendezvous in a publisher’s office.58 Some 200 names, post-nominals and exact
credentials (no errors allowed) with ‘tribal notices’ of extra-mural Group activities were
feverishly listed for delegates with deadlines ever looming, and non-stop telephone
calls and the usual business correspondence.
The office furniture was rudimentary and functional, with old wooden tables and stiff
chairs, and the only thing that changed over the years was the content of the clutter.
On one wall a painting of an imaginary South American scene encouraged thoughts
of flight from dreary old England59.

Nothing of mechanical failure in that period was as nail-biting as when years later the computer
imploded with all the information on it pertaining to the NATO banquet in St James’s Palace - it would
have been lost but for the 16 hour repair session of Mr Seris Leonidas, not so much as eating until he
had it all restored. He also helped to sub-edit this book.
59 The painting is beneath Elma’s Obituary below
58
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Downstairs and Upstairs
Left: Justin ‘fiddling with his computer’ 60; Right: Elma’s living room and office
Photographer: Julia Couchman. juliacouchman@hotmail.co.uk

Elma, no foodie, pointed approvingly to the example of the Circassian dancers who
drank by sucking a finger dipped in water. Helen’s culinary aspirations, however, were
decidedly not Circassian. Elma ordered broccoli and fish fingers for every single lunch.
Helen, aided and abetted by Lisa, whose cheerfulness was a breath of fresh air in the
office, cooked up a revolution which was evidence of the truth that all triumphs in life
are worth a struggle. Solid food was borne on trays into the office. American interns
could not believe the contrast between the spartan workaday surroundings and what
they had been told, and saw, of the elevated status of those with whom the Group
dealt. Justin told them that they were to live primarily in a cerebral world. There was
no Skype back then. Callers on the phone could not see that the Empress had no
Empire. When speaking to Elma it was hard to believe that the Empire was no more
or even that Mrs Dangerfield did not own it. Elma, receiving her OBE61 at her
investiture, broke with protocol to say to Prince Philip how odd it felt to be made a
member of an Order of a non-existent Empire. The royal response was after Elma’s
own heart:
“We don’t talk about that sort of thing!”
“Where is the E-AG?” asked a recently retired Colonel when meeting Justin by
appointment in that basement office. He had earmarked the E-AG as an upward career
move on being demobbed, having never forgotten the grandeur of the E-AG 50th
anniversary celebration of the founding of NATO at Guildhall, and his dinner placement
near Robert Maxwell - famous then for his zillions not his frauds - or the Royalty, the
glitter, and what appeared to be an organisation that ran like clockwork.
“It is right here; you are here!” Justin answered.
“Yes, of course, but where is the E-AG?” the Colonel persisted.
“Right here!”
“No but, I mean, where is the E-AG?”
The man simply could not believe he had penetrated the Sanctum Sanctorum of the
institution that had featured prominently in his fond ambitions for a decade. He must
have been thinking that it was surely not feasible that ‘So Much Had Been Achieved
By So Few For So Long in this …this….NISSEN HUT!’ Until he fathomed the man's
problem Justin thought he was dealing with some fruitcake in mufti.

Kimberlee is the US intern standing; the other young lady was passing by, briefly helping out.
Carmen Bouverat, a very helpful and efficient professional, was working at the E-AG at a later date.
61
The Report of 1959-60 lauds Elma for her honour in the New Year’s Honours List of the O.B.E.
(‘Order of the British Empire’). It is rare to be advanced, as was Elma later, in 2002, to the CBE (Order
of Commander of the British Empire).
60
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The genesis of many E-AG policies that held sway for decades can be traced back to
its early thinking. A tradition that survived for many a long year was put in round terms
in the E-AG Minutes of 1964: ‘In view of the unsettled world political situation it was
felt that Meetings should not be planned too far ahead’. Thus the programme of events
was never ‘six months ahead’, as some wanted, unless planning for Royalty. Urgency,
therefore, was endemic in the system. The ‘Unforgiving minute’ was revengeful if
frittered away nattering over fry-ups. This was understood by the charming, efficient
Rosemary, a secretary who withstood all the pressure for two years; the blame for her
retreat to Ireland cannot be laid at the door of the E-AG. Whatever the burning topic
of the day, let alone year, it was all grist to the E-AG mill. It was life on the cliff-edge.
There was the constant danger that in four weeks from any given time a yawning gap
in the monthly programme might appear. The seedbed that germinated E-AG events
needed constant watering lest it became a desert. Elma’s greeting almost every
morning in her active years right up to her early nineties was, “What are the horrors
today?”
Once a speaker succumbed to an invitation, the few hands available scrambled to the
tiller until an all too brief anchorage - a good hour or so was generally given to the
castigation of some misconduct at the event of the previous evening - and then course
was set for the choppy waters of the next international crisis. This involved homing in
on a new set of experts, sweet-talking them into coming. Can the millennial generation
envisage the sheer amount of time consumed researching and identifying new
specialists in a new topic before the internet took hold? The divide that separated
those, high or low, who could present a forensic or impressive case from the doers
who got things done, was thrown into sharp relief. Results, not intentions, were
everything. The unforgiving minute seemed to metamorphose into the unforgiving
second, and the spirit of Elma’s father lived on in the E-AG in the regimen of his
daughter. He had run the famous Jardines in Hong Kong, and permitted no chair in
his office apart from his own, as a hint to would-be chatterers. Justin had to summon
up all his reserves of self-restraint in order not to snap, "GET TO THE POINT!" at a
telephone caller starting to blather on with a, "How are you?’" An Oxford writer, on
being told that E-AG work of the utmost importance was pressing, earned his place in
office legend due to his perspicacity in matters relating to deadlines. “Of course.....
yes..... I very well know what it is to be busy..... yes indeed….. Oh I say, that’s funny.
There seem to be a lot of planes flying overhead today.....”
Who today would think to follow the example of Elma’s father, doyen of the Hong Kong
Stock Exchange who, after a crash that harmed investors, gave them most of his own
money rather than have the imputation levelled at him that "He's done alright out of it!’
The E-AG was run in the old way, with the old sense of upright morality and trust in
someone’s word even if at times and in a less ethical world this could verge on naivety.
There was no better way of recording minutes of a meeting than in Elma’s prescribed
way. Elma would look aghast at Justin’s efforts when he first joined the office, her
pursed lips the prelude to her slashing through words and sentences in red ink,
replacing them with the infinitely better ones of her choice. Several weeks after a
committee meeting, Elma forgot that the minutes being prepared for circulation had
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been edited already by her. Justin presented them to her and omitted to mention this
fact. Imprecations spurted from the pursed lips until, after the inevitable dressingdown was well under way, Justin enlightened Elma as to the true authorship of said
minutes. Not for a second did Elma falter. On and on, unchecked, went the slashing
and the imprecations with no hint, but for a realignment of gender, that she knew that
she had been hoisted by her own authorial petard.
“…The silly bitch! Honestly, HOW could she write such TRASH!”
Their abiding cause, the E-AG, was shared, but it may well be wondered how Justin
managed to withstand such a human tempest as Elma if disagreement arose over
policy, even if Elma had a soft spot for him and a very sociable side to her nature. His
expedience worked like a charm; perhaps ‘charm’ is not quite le mot juste. Justin in
his first years would agree with Elma. And, until he took over, he would continue to
agree with Elma through thick and thin…unless... he was sure, 100% sure, that he
was RIGHT! Then Tempest met Typhoon:
“If you were a gentleman, you wouldn’t SHOUT like that!”
“If you were a lady, I wouldn’t have to!”
Elma was not one to brood or sulk. The curtain would be rung down on protestations
from any injured party by her ending the conversation with: “FINISH! FINISH!
FINISH!”
Elma came to know that when Justin stood his ground he had reason on his side. She
once backed him against heavyweights on the Committee. He was proved right. 62
One of their number left under a cloud. Elma then informed the Committee of Justin’s
appointment as her Joint Director63. Lord Rippon told Justin that he had never seen
anyone look so surprised.
Royalty, said not to sully itself by carrying money on its person, had a spiritual disciple
in Elma, no doubt fortified by a family trust and a concept of money pegged at preinflation value. It sat oddly with a parsimony manifested by her never buying a
Christmas card, preferring instead to cut off the picture on the front of cards that had
been sent to her. She pressed them back into service as stand-alone cards. It
happened only rarely, but it did happen, that Elma sent such a card to the person who
had just sent it to her. Her personality characterised the Group persona. Corporate
members paying a small subscription, relatively speaking, of between £100 and £200
per annum were to Elma the life-blood of the Group, even when sponsorship truly
worthy of the name came under Justin’s aegis. He entered the State Bedroom one
day flourishing a donor’s cheque for £25,000. Elma looked straight through it,
seemingly uncomprehending, a reaction akin to that of nineteenth century Tongan
islanders as a European warship docked in their harbour - it was a thing so utterly
alien, so immense, that they did not even see it. Tens of thousands of pounds came
from Meg Allen’s trust and from sponsors of dinners at some £2000 a throw. These
62
63

Invaluable help came from accountant, Colin Baker, over how to stop VAT bankrupting the Group
In 1992
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included Steven Philippsohn64, Jan Boulting65, Graham Cole66, and Sandi Baxter67, to
name but a few, but, nothing daunted, the life-blood of the Group to Elma remained
ever ‘The Corporates’ with their annual £150 for the coffers.
Dinners made a handsome profit, part of the secret of which can now be revealed.
People came at the last moment without a dinner place, but bearing cheques. Some
ten people out of 150 who had booked almost always failed to turn up. A few minutes
after the start of a dinner, Justin, qua Pied Piper, would enter the dining room, ten
anxious people trailing behind him, nosing out the 'ghosts’ in unoccupied seats.
All changed for the better following the bequest in Mrs Dangerfield’s will and - Voila!
Now guests like President Kaunda could have their travel expenses reimbursed.
Kaunda's son, however, demanded three first class return tickets; the subsequent
refusal nearly became a diplomatic incident. The Group could issue gratis invitations
to the FCO and the Diplomatic Corps for the 2009 NATO Banquet. In the early days,
donations from Lord Chalfont and his Dulverton Trust, which paid the costs of the
European-Atlantic Journal, and the hand-outs from Henry Tiarks and other wellwishers, rarely topped the £200 mark. Their generosity was acknowledged in the
minutes in prose that came closest to purple in the Record.
Elma with damp cigarette dangling from lower lip was clad daily in a many-holed, old
dressing gown. Jove, the Thunderer of the Phone, was described as ‘Fag-ash Lil’ by
Helen. Such a sacrilege was hardly for the ears of Elma’s personal assistant, Mary
Melville68, of dormouse manner, the daughter of the Attorney-General and a Spanish
mother who had said to her, “Mary, you must never take a paid job and steal the bread
from someone who needs the money!” A certain toughness ruled Elma's head and
heart. Lady Killearn, Jackie, a close friend of Elma, unburdened herself to Justin on
the phone. “What did I do! Elma slammed the phone down on me!” Soothing balm
was to hand. “But Elma does that all the time!” Mary didn't show up for work or phone
in. She could have had a stroke. ‘Can’t be helped!’ said the Blue Rinces. Thought of
Mary vanished in a haze of the latest society gossip. The lovely Carole, Elma’s
assistant, prompted Justin to ring the police. They broke down Mary’s door and she
had indeed had a heart attack. Helen never quite ‘got’ the upper crust and their
genuine emotion and was surprised how, at the drop of a hat, charm taps were turned
off and on. Helen’s people mucked in together. Autre temps autre moeurs! Lady
Killearn who died aged 105, always asked after Justin’s wife of 25 years, “How is the
blushing bride?” Elma invariably suppressed heartfelt emotion, yet at her Dennis’s
death in 1973 (see below for stories about Elma’s paramour and colleague) she
sobbed her heart out and was so loath for him to leave her that she forbade removal
of his body from her bedroom until it became imperative.

An extremely competent solicitor, a Partner of PCB Litigation
Director P & JP & Company; See photograph at end of previous section
66 Government Liaison officer, Augusta Westland, and on the E-AG Committee
67 Sandi Baxter is the Guiding Light of Baxterbear, the mascot of the British Military Tournament. 300
bears were handed out at the dinner for The ABF The Soldiers Charity EU Dinner. Baxterbear
sponsorship is acknowledged in the NATO brochure, featured herein
68 See references to Mary Melville above and photograph below
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It was clear that by 1988 the E-AG was on the slide, navel-gazing within its old, familiar
circle whilst membership numbers shrank69. Elma invited Justin into the E-AG as a cri
de coeur when, with only days to go, hardly anyone had booked to come and hear Sir
Geoffrey Pattie’s talk on the space race. In the event it was a sell-out due to the fact
that Justin went to the library and sifted through a variety of manuals and
compendiums concerning those involved in this sphere, and then contacted them all.
Surprised at the burgeoning number of guests unknown to him, Lord Bessborough
famously remarked: “Who ARE all these people?”70
Achievers, not necessarily with a ‘handle’ to their name, had to be coaxed into the
office mix. Gaby gave computer training; Jeffrey Long sourced E-AG ties. Destiny
would not deny the E-AG its haul of grandees. Not long thereafter Gaby became
Countess de Bessenyey and Jeffrey was appointed MBE. In
Anthony Westnedge OBE, Justin’s successor, the criteria
combined, again with a satisfactory outcome.71 Bluebloods like
Anne Hodson-Pressinger (left)72 could ‘meet and greet’ E-AG
guests as did her mother, Lady Torphichen. Le crème de la
crème was part of the Group’s success story. It was not a
recipe to be jettisoned without adverse consequences. The
prevailing fashion rules the day. It was the way things were.
Justin once got chatting with a public lavatory attendant. “I love
my job!” she said happily. “Every morning when I come in, I never know what I will find
new to clean up!” Hers too ‘not to reason why….!’
E-AG exclusivity was gradually ameliorated. Boris Andonov, a Russian-Bulgarian
joined the office straight from school, stayed as Financial Director and became a
Director of European-Atlantic Publications Ltd73. His patriotism, too, could be tolerated
within the new Broad Church: Taxed about the millions of his own compatriots
murdered by Stalin, Boris muttered in a voice pregnant with innuendo, “He may have
had his reasons!” The ‘Double Arch’ theory of international relations (see cutting
below) expounded by the Shadow Foreign Secretary - "No two countries with
MacDonald's ever go to war with each other!" - could have gained in impact by Boris’s
growl, “That was why we bombed Chechnya. They don’t have MacDonald's!”

69
70
71

Evidence of this is in the choice of Book Reviewers, almost all being Group affiliates
Speeches and Book Reviews of Lord Bessborough are in the Speeches section

Some did not make the Honours List. Cliff ‘Brains’ Ireland, for instance, was an internet expert whose help was
invaluable. Jeffrey Long became an E-AG Vice-President. Anthony Westnedge had enjoyed a successful career
in Johnnie Walker whisky.
72 On one occasion Anne Hodson-Pressinger, a successful PR lady, suggested the Speaker and bought 30
guests, a record. Anne was always helpful and ready with advice on protocol. Anne became an E-AG VicePresident.
73 He much helped with the sister Publishing House of European-Atlantic Publications in publishing a biography
of Michael Jackson, the pop singer. General Sir Mike Jackson was most displeased when his publisher did not
deliver his autobiographies in time for his E-AG speaking event but he almost exploded when Justin, never one to
knowingly short-change E-AG guests, offered to distribute this book as an alternative.
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Left: Londoners Diary, Evening Standard; Right: The Telegraph of 31st October 2000

Not all the committee judged mainly by results. Sir Reginald Hibbert felt that the HQ
was too much of a personal fiefdom and, for all its politesse, this was simply not the
way to do things. He weighed in to bolster the power of the Committee. Sir Julian
Oswald, with good reason, knew where and how the real work was being done. He
and the Chairman, Lord Dahrendorf74, saw off Sir Reggy. Such insurrection was rare,
but not unknown. Lord Montgomery as Chairman, the example of his father of El
Alamein fame before him, had a short way of dealing with any hint of jibbing at duly
appointed Authority so long as they didn't question that of the Directors, and woe
betide them if they questioned his.
A cast of extras, interns or friends in the main, would stuff envelopes and turn a hand
to whatever was needed - bemused moths at the flame of this powerhouse run in the
gentleman amateur tradition long after the world had moved on to worship at the shrine
of professionalism. Some were most helpful as well as unpaid - starting with Justin's
wife, Catherine - such as Graham Jarvis who wrote reports on meetings, designed the
website and, as a journalist, planted articles in the press. None of it satisfied an
incoming Chairman, a General and a Peer, who preferred the show run in a manner
more akin to the army.

74

Ralf Gustav Dahrendorf, Baron Dahrendorf KBE, FBA
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Office adherents: the Hon Dominick Browne, Graham Jarvis, Patrick Emek, Raymond George

This was not going to wash. The supernumeries sharpened their spurs. A man of
deeds, not words, was Patrick Emek75. Trusty webcam in action, he sent a recording
to the office of his portrayal of ‘Luigi’, the Mafiosi with a wardrobe of cement underpants
that were tailor-made for recalcitrant E-AG Chairmen. Raymond George, an actor not
to be out-performed, followed this with his video portrayal of a Hun Stasi agent. Alas,
his prey, the target of his grim, deadpan warnings, never heard them. Melissa, an
American intern, complete with fern in her hair, which was cracked up to have been
used as camouflage during an FBI agent field trip, got in on the act with an on-screen
blast at the Chairman worthy of a female 007. A free-for all ensued, unleashing
hitherto dormant acting ambitions. It was three tense weeks before E-AG top brass,
notably the Earl of Limerick, ended the run of home movies by piloting through the
Chairman’s resignation, completely unaided by E-AG staff.
Elma had a flock of Big Beasts whose horns she could bring to bear on other Big
Beasts, few admittedly, who tried to give her grief. It would put Justin Glass in an
invidious position if he singled out those ‘of his party’, but apart from Sir Julian Oswald,
who had so keen a mind and so warm a side, and with the profusest apologies to
others not listed here, Sir Geoffrey Clifton-Brown MP, Lord Judd, Sir John Osborn and
Sir Neville Trotter have his undying gratitude.
The letters from, among others, Lady Hooper, Sir Michael Burton, Lady Symons and
Lord Montgomery, and the other Chairmen, bespeak a commitment and a dedication
beyond the call of duty, and much good sense. They were wonderful people. The
same could be said of Trustee Christopher Arkell and Dr Julian Critchlow of the Elma
Dangerfield Trust. Thanking them here properly is beyond the reach of Justin’s pen.
The organisation was one for flying the Union Jack. Sir Michael Burton told the Group:
“What is clear is that Britain will always be at the centre”.76 Sir Michael, a brilliant
Patrick ran a private school, a career spiced up in vacations by trips to Indonesia, the Philippines
and Sri Lanka, There he interviewed terrorists and thereafter wrote up findings for those charged with
dealing with such threats.
76 Quoted in ‘The Diplomat’, February 2001. Sir Michael Burton, a former Ambassador and Chairman
and President of the Group, was giving the Vote of Thanks at the E-AG meeting with the Shadow
75
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analyst among many other qualities, picked the right stage, the E-AG, to tell of how he
once attempted to call up a gunboat to make a diplomatic point. He was the last of a
line of diplomats, vaunted in the nineteenth century, as exponents of the practice of
‘Gunboat Diplomacy’.

Left: Sir Michael Burton GCMG GCVO; On his left are Lord Limerick and Lord Judd. Right: Sir Neville Trotter
with Lord and Lady Hamilton at NATO banquet in 2009

The nonpareil of those who discharged their self-imposed duty to the full was the
stalwart person of The Rt. Hon. Lord Hamilton of Epsom. ‘Archie’ was inveigled into
the E-AG Chairmanship on what transpired to be a false prospectus - "Don’t worry,
Justin does everything." For the first time in two decades troublemakers - two who
knew each other - arose and whose attitude called to mind Elma’s oft-quoted biblical
reference: "All is vanity." Up against Archie, all demonstrably erroneous contentions
were swept into the dustbin of E-AG history, the smell lingering a short while as a last
vestige of the bellyachIng. Cometh the hour, cometh the man!
Lord Judd, the former Labour Minister, as Chairman stood out as being kind,
indefatigable, and meticulous.

Foreign Secretary, the Rt. Hon. Sir Francis Maude. Sir Michael’s attempt to call up a gunboat was
when he was a junior Diplomat in the Trujal States, now the UAE, because he felt that it was a
sensible way to intercede in a dispute between ruling sheikhs. NB Lord Brammall told the E-AG in
1991: “…It is my experience from eight years in Whitehall that ‘Send a gunboat’ is still a seductive
option in any political leader's armoury.”
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(Left) Sir Julian Oswald and Roni, Lady Oswald, with Mrs Catherine Glass (on the left). (Right)
Lord Judd, reading an E-AG Guest list

The Group was part of a social whirl. Work and amusement went hand in hand.
Elma and Dennis Walwin Jones, apart from their stays in Malta, spent weekends on
the Thames usually in country houses along its banks. On Dennis’s memorial tablet
Elma had the lines of Lord Byron from Childe Harold inscribed: ‘I live not in myself but
I became portion of that around me’. It is a prime example of selective quotation. Elma
chose not to add the sentiment in the next line of that poem: ‘and to me…the hum of
human cities (is) torture’. A dedicated urbanite, Elma’s claim to fame may hinge on
her being the first nonagenarian who was out on the tiles every single night. Elma was
wont to remark of her socialising - “Didn’t we have FUN!” Not that a sense of humour
was a noticeable trait in her. The only joke that Elma made that Justin can remember
was after he told her that he had met a friend in the West End. She gasped, “I hardly
thought you would have friends in the …EAST End!”
Friends in high places had friends in high places, as well as clients. The E-AG was
recommended with confidence by friends as well as successive E-AG Chairmen and
Committee stalwarts like Sir Neville Trotter. Where better than the Betty Boothroyd
Room in Portcullis House for the Speaker of the House of Commons, Betty Boothroyd,
to speak, eyed by her likeness as rendered by Shenda Amery-Khazal’s art?77 Lady
Killearn spoke of “My lovely guests”. Her parties were the toast of the town, and when
she died at the age of 105, mourners at her funeral seemed to feel short-changed by
being deprived of their usual carousing laid on by this Queen Bee. After a morning
service the reception in the church courtyard went on and on almost till dusk. The
Hampstead mansion of Princess Gagarin-Moutafian was another port of call for Elma.
There, she could hobnob with the likes of Boris Pankin78, the Russian Ambassador.
He had also been a 'lovely guest’ of Lady K.

77

78

The Rt. Hon. Betty Boothroyd, MP spoke to the Group on ‘Women in Parliament’ on June
21st 1993

The speech to the Group of H.E. Mr Boris Pankin on June 12th 1995 is in the Speeches section
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Left: Lady Killearn at an open day at her fourteenth century country seat, Heremere Hall;
(centre); Lord Kitchener; (right) Mr and Mrs Boris Pankin, the Russian Ambassador and his wife

The elegance and wit on the party circuit usually drove talk of the hard realities away,
much the same, it is said, as revels at the Palace - "We don’t do misery here!"
Inevitably, there were some characters who enlivened the social scene of the E-AG.
Dennis Bardens, to take one example, had been in the Secret Service in WW2, and
his many books include a biography of Elizabeth Fry published by European-Atlantic
Publications. His authorial and espionage credentials were enough to endear him to a
Russian Ambassador wanting advice on publishing his memoirs. Dennis (pictured
below at his home)79 was trusted by Mr Pankin, not least because he rated him a
member of the inner E-AG circle. His wit was laced with a trace of the laconic. No
phrase of his evokes this trait better than the note (see below) appended to the front
door of his mews house in Kensington, for any passer-by to see.

A sense of this E-AG mix of social and political worlds reached into ‘Hullo’ in its article
on the event of the E-AG for Otto von Habsburg.

79

A poem by Dennis Bardens is at the end of the Section on the E-AG Journals
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The thousand or so E-AG members, impeccably respectable to a man and woman, in
general were happy to sniff the rarefied air in which most E-AG high-ups lived and all
members had the Cavendish Club near Marble Arch in the centre of London as a
perquisite of E-AG membership. Talk among E-AG aficionados often had much to do
with the political world. Evidence of this is in letters written at length and often with
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acuity which attest to wishes of members80 to bring concerns to the melting pot of
debate with those in the centre of political affairs.
The Byron Society, since its re-founding by Elma in 1972, had its part to play in the
way things were. Michael Foot, leader of Her Majesty’s Opposition, was a Byron
Society Vice President, poetry being a love of his, but he surfaces as a book reviewer
in the E-AG Journal. In choosing Viscount Montgomery of Alamein as his subject, this
Left Winger picked out a safe choice for the E-AG.81 Lord Bessborough reigned almost
supreme in the European-Atlantic Group hierarchy when Justin Glass plunged into this
world. It was by way of a Byron Society invitation to a play about Lord Byron in the
private theatre of Eric Bessbough’s country seat, Stansted. He arrived, knowing noone save, barely, Elma just as an altercation between His Lordship and Elma was
heating up to its sorry climax. Eric Bessborough refused point-blank to go on stage
and play Byron, opposite Elma as Byron’s lover, Lady Caroline Lamb. Mr Glass first
set eyes on a tall man in a smoking jacket who angrily divested himself of that garment
and, placing it around Justin’s shoulders where it took on the look of a dressing gown,
demanded, imperious forefinger pointing at him:
“YOU! You will play Lord Byron!”
They are not the words that Mr Glass will remember till his dying day. These came
shortly afterwards. Mr Glass, bemused, script in hand, was onstage beside Elma, in
character, sobbingly protesting her thwarted love for him in front of a Byron Society
audience mainly of respectable ladies of a certain age. Mr Glass was desperately
looking down the page to see what he was about to reply and then saw, looming up in an age much more prudish than now - the awful words that explained the belted
Earl’s sudden cold feet:
“YOU NEED NOT JUST KISS AND TELL! YOU CAN FUCK AND PUBLISH!”
As far as Justin was concerned, Lady Caroline had to be blinded by love to describe
Byron merely as ‘mad, bad, and dangerous to know!’ In interpreting the way Byron
slammed into his whimpering mistress, Justin’s whisper was elevated almost to an art
form. Years later Lord Bessborough addressed him as “my Lord in waiting!” Justin’s
induction into this métier and embrace by the E-AG hierarchy owes much to the Byron
Society.
The photograph (below left) was taken during a Byron Society visit to 11 Downing
Street, home of Chancellor of the Exchequer, Ken Clarke, who remarked of the
beautifully refurbished Locarno Room at the Foreign and Commonwealth Office:
“All we need now is an Empire to go with it!”

Sonia Ayres of the Harpenden United Nations Association was a good example of an avid and very
sensible correspondent. Her summary of the speech by Sir Kieran Prendergast in 2000 is in the
Speeches section. Other Members such as Darius Furmanovicious and Lilly Sigall, in many ways,
gave of their time and valuable advice.
81 See Speeches and Review section
80
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Left: Maureen O’Connor, Secretary then Director after Elma of the Byron Society; Christine Symeonides, widow
of Simon, proprietor of ‘The Byron Taverna’; Alexander Bryett, ‘the Maestro’ of ‘Opera Italiana’; Patricia Ellison,
who lived in a Grace & Favour house in Buckingham Palace. Her daughter, Rose, was the violinist at the 30th
Anniversary celebration of the E-AG; and Mary Melville; Right: Evidence of the indelibility of early memories, the
one person of whom Elma was seen to be in awe, Maria Gussago, known as ‘Nanny’ and whose every word to
Elma was as a command. On her right is Lady Killearn

The apotheosis of the Upstairs Downstairs geist permeating the office came when
Penny, ‘the maid’, had had her fill of an attitude so out of step with the times. After an
altercation, Elma’s words “Finish! Finish! Finish!” or their equivalent, for once did not
weave their customary spell. Penny lodged a complaint against Elma and it went to
an Employment Tribunal. It was water off a duck’s back to Elma. Justin suggested
her plea be on the grounds of the greater respect surely due to one of her advanced
years and background. Addressing the Judge, he was pointing out that Mrs
Dangerfield was 90 years old. Elma would not stoop to anything short of the truth
even if to gloss over it was in her interest. Penny’s case, which was faltering by then,
took wings when much merriment was caused in court by Elma’s angry rebuke, clear
as a bell and louder than most, enfeebling the punch behind his presentation:
“I AM NOT 90! I AM ONLY 89!”
It was not a case of ‘All play and no Work’; there was no obvious boundary between
the categories. Work and play were intertwined and never stopped. Justin, exactly
as Elma before him, made up his mind that 25 years before the E-AG mast was
sufficient. In this, Justin succeeded for once where Elma failed.
Elma reigned in her living room and, wary of invading its sacrosanct space, interns
slaved below stairs and later in the Finchley office (see comments below). Most of
them were American; another one, Keay, was a credit to South Korea; they were birds
of passage who provided invaluable assistance. To these interns, the pick of the
Centre which sent them, who helped make the E-AG flourish during that period, the
Director must say a very big THANK YOU!
©Copyright May 2020 All Rights Reserved – Justin Glass justinglass2020@gmail.com
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Comments from the E-AG interns
Sent to the E-AG by CAPA, the Centre for Academic Programmes Abroad82

The E-AG seems to really be humming along. The newsletters looked fantastic.
Kaunda seems fascinating and I'm sure he did not disappoint. As you noted in your
newsletter, the E-AG appears to be on a new trajectory of providing up-and-coming
leaders a platform with which to promote their ideals. Has this become the E-AG's
new mandate or was this more of a coincidence? You've also managed to procure
promising people from nations that need liberal leaders who can inspire their citizens
- (Griffin)….. I want to say again thank you so much for letting me work with you (Tania)…. I hope you’ve found a bit more peace and quiet coupled with a little less
stress with all the inherent responsibilities that come with the E-AG and the dinnerdiscussions. They were definitely an intriguing part of my experience abroad and I’m
very thankful I got the opportunity to sit in on them and take it all in. - (Bryan)…I just
wanted to write to you to thank you for everything over the course of this internship.
You are a wonderful boss who works and runs a great organisation (Kristin)…Thank
you so much for everything - (Kasia)… I wanted to write a note and thank you for
everything. Working with the Group was wonderful and proved to be much more than
I ever expected. I appreciate the time and patience you allowed me. I feel I learned
a lot and gained valuable experience due to your efforts. Thank you for the
responsibility and trust. I hope to have kept the standard high. Also thank you for the
“push” in asking the question at the second dinner. As I spoke I heard your voice
saying “Speak slowly, loudly and confidently. This allowed me to keep my composure”
- (Kim)….. I was saddened to read that Lord Limerick had passed away. He was a
great man and we were privileged to have known him. I think about my time in London
often. If ever you are planning to visit the Chicago area and need a place to stay, just
let me know. - (Robert) …) ...Thanks for a great new experience (Gabe)… I have
really started to miss being at the office. I trust that the summer conferences have
gone well and I hope the E-AG website will be at full service to give the transcripts a
look in the future. (Ryan)... I just wanted to say thank you so much for a terrific
internship experience. I still can’t believe the amount of work that you and Boris put
into the events and I think that you should demand more credit. I really appreciate
how you trusted us to handle very important tasks, and in all honesty will remember
the experience forever – (Sarah)…I would like to take this time for having me part of
the company for the internship. Having this internship has been an invaluable
experience and one that I will treasure for a lifetime. (Kyle)…I am feeling so grateful
to you as the placement at The E-AG has been real asset on my C.V. Now about the
next meeting, of course I could come and help you out….(Assitan)…..I just wanted to
say “Thank you” again. Thank you very much indeed for the great opportunity! It was
a fantastic time and a very awesome work climate! - (Christiane) …Thank you so
much for everything. It was such a pleasure to work for you - (Amber)…Thank you
for all of the opportunities that you have given us. - (Nicole and Jenn)
From Vivenne Todd, European College of Business and Management):

Thank you very much for providing a work placement for Juan. The feedback from the group
was extremely positive, and we are most grateful to you for making Juan so welcome and for
the time you have given to make the experience worthwhile.

The department concerned in CAPA was run expertly by Terry Sheen, who understood exactly the
E-AG requirements and singled out candidates every one of which fulfilled amply the expectation of
them.
82
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THE EUROPEAN-ATLANTIC GROUP JOURNALS
European-Atlantic Review, New European, European-Atlantic Journal, Politics Tomorrow

In the early days of the Group its Journal, European-Atlantic Review, covered the
gamut of taxing international issues, including accounts of a few debates at E-AG
meetings. Later, the European-Atlantic Journal was devoted mainly to transcripts of
speeches at E-AG events - much may have been lost to posterity due to the ensuing
debates being off-the-record. It also carried reviews of books by illustrious E-AG
members on the hot topics of the day. Both trends finally flowered in the journal of the
E-AG, Politics Tomorrow, which was almost exclusively on subjects debated at the
Group inclusive of transcripts, together with articles of more general political and
international interest written by informed members and specialists.
The Group entered into a partnership in 2005 with the publishers of New European,
which was subtitled anew as ‘The Journal of the European-Atlantic Group’. Mr Glass
became a co-Director with John Coleman, an Oxford-educated publisher of the ‘old
school’. His meetings, despite his commercial bent, were flavoured with intellectual
curiosity. Augustus Caesar’s thinking often seemed to cast light on issues scrutinised
by the E-AG. A reverence for the traditional segued into the Review section policy:
authors garnered a spurious authority through their own summaries being printed as
‘reviews’. After all, E-AG journals had always boasted a Review Section…

John Coleman
The following pages give samples of covers and editorials of the E-AG Journals.
Please note that:
(a) The poems by Dennis Bardens and Lord Limerick mentioned previously as being in ‘Politics
Tomorrow’ are reproduced below. (b) the ‘E-AG Journal’ had no bespoke editorial aside from the
Group Aims, and (c) the ‘European Atlantic Review’ is discussed in the ‘E-AG Foundation’ section.
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THE EUROPEAN-ATLANTIC JOURNAL
The Section on Speeches and Articles contains speeches printed in the EuropeanAtlantic Journal as well as the following book reviews
BOOK REVIEWS
The Earl of Bessborough DL On: EUROPE: A HISTORY OF ITS PEOPLES By: JeanBaptise Duroselle
The Earl of Bessborough DL On: MACMILLAN: 1957-1986 (Volume Two) By: Alistair
Horne
The Rt. Hon. Lord Chalfont, OBE, MC, PC On: OUT OF STEP By: Michael Carver
The Rt. Hon. Lord Chalfont, OBE, MC, PC On: IN SEARCH OF CHURCHILL By: Martin
Gilbert
The Rt. Hon. Lord Chalfont, OBE, MC, PC On: ALBANIA’S NATIONAL LIBERATION
STRUGGLE: THE BITTER VICTORY By: Reginald Hibbert
The Lord Dahrendorf KBE FBA On: JEAN MONNET: FIRST STATESMAN OF
INTERDEPENDENCE By: François Duchȇne
Michael R. D. Foot On: THE LONELY LEADER By: Alistair Horne and David
Montgomery
Sir Curtis Keeble GCMG
GCMG GCVO

On: DEALING WITH DICTATORS By: Sir Frank Roberts

Judith, Countess of Listowel On: THE EVIL EMPIRE By: Count de Marenches
Sir Frank Roberts GCMG GCVO On: HITLER AND STALIN: Parallel Lives By: Alan
Bullock
Sir Frank Roberts GCMG GCVO On: THE WESTERN EUROPEAN UNION AND NATO
By: Alfred Cahen
Sir Frank Roberts GCMG GCVO On: VOICE IN THE WILDERNESS: Imre Nagy and the
Hungarian Revolution By: Peter Unwin
Christopher Robson On: CHURCHILL A LIFE By: Martin Gilbert
Christopher Robson On: THE CHALLENGE OF EUROPE – CAN BRITAIN WIN? By:
Michael Heseltine

Christopher Robson, Review Editor, European-Atlantic Journal
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THE EARLY DAYS OF THE EUROPEAN-ATLANTIC GROUP
The Foundations of the Group

Thoughts on the Founding of the E-AG by James (Lord) Abinger83
‘Although the EAG was the inspiration of Lord Layton, in reality it would never have
come to fruition without the dynamism and energy of Elma Dangerfield. She contacted
myself and Eric (Lord) Bessborough and we met with Lord Layton in my Chelsea
House. It was to be a non party political pressure group to bring British interest
together with European and the USA and Canada. (At that time the debate was very
much either or).
In no time the Group was inaugurated by Elma’s amazing drive and initiative. Meetings
were arranged at the Anglo Belgian Club in Belgrave Square, an influential Council
and Committee were recruited of well known politicians, academics, economists and
journalists. Elma did most of the work in a tiny office in Bloomsbury with much help
from her journalist partner Dennis Walwin Jones. The main worry was finding enough
money to fund this enterprise; (for me at least as I had drawn the short straw of
becoming Treasurer!) We struggled to keep up with Elma’s expansive plans. Luckily
Henry Tiarks joined me as joint Treasurer and things looked up at once.
I now look back with enormous admiration for Elma and great satisfaction at being
connected with such a successful and fun enterprise. I wish it further triumphs in its
next 50 years.’

Elma Dangerfield wrote the first history of the Group in 1955, in words that she put in
her handwriting into the mouth and the pen of the Earl of Bessbough. It is below:

The family name was ‘Scarlette’ and his forebear was among those in command at the famous
Charge of the Light Brigade
83
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Portrait of Elma Dangerfield CBE and bust of Dennis Walwin Jones MC
This history that you are reading is the second history written of the Group. Beverley
Nichols, tongue-in-cheek, once wrote that the oldest anyone should be when writing
their autobiography was 25. A biography as above of Elma’s brain-child, the E-AG,
was written only a year after it was born. From then till now, with an exception of the
one passage from Elma quoted below, and though the archives are still extant, the
history of the Group as a narrative was a tabula rasa.
The first decades of the Group are largely a story about Elma Dangerfield. Lord
Bessborough’s comments below, often repeated in much the same terms in the
Minutes, call to mind Macauley’s ‘Great Man’ theory of history: for all the talk of
underlying trends and decisions of key institutions, and the rest, it is ultimately the
individuals who really make the difference:
‘I must, as usual, pay a very special tribute to the untiring efforts of Mrs. Elma
Dangerfield, our Honorary Organiser and her able Assistants, without whose energies
and enthusiasm the Group would certainly not be as active as it was.’
Elma Dangerfield wrote the following piece about the founding of the Group when it
was suggested to her by her co-Director in the 1990s that this should be done.
‘The European-Atlantic Group was the inspiration of the late Lord Walter
Layton, then the first British Vice-President of the Council of Europe in Strasbourg. He
then suggested the idea to Elma Dangerfield, at the time Foreign Correspondent of
The Manchester Guardian at the Council. Lord Layton had been instrumental in
inviting American and Canadian Senators and Congressmen to debate with European
Members of Parliament in Strasbourg, and suggested to Elma Dangerfield that she
should start a group in London with leading Representatives of all the Anglo-European
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and Anglo-American and Canadian Societies in London. Elma Dangerfield had been
assisting him over Human Rights issues in Strasbourg, and on returning to London,
she approached Lord Abinger, other Peers, MPs, Academics, Economists and
Journalists. The Group was founded in London at Abinger’s London House, with the
first Meetings held at the Anglo-Belgian Club in Belgrave Square. A Committee and
Council were formed of well-known British, American and Canadian personalities.
Lord Layton’s original idea was to have such an International Group in each
Capital of Europe as well as in Washington and Ottawa but the Founders discovered
it was enough to have one active Group in London and have left it to the other countries
of the West to form their own Groups.….’
It was pretty scant as histories go, but the past was passed over save for the odd
occasion, as when Elma spoke at the funeral of Mary Melville about the inception of
the Group:
‘I first met Mary during the war, with her mother, Lady Melville, the Russian wife
of Sir James Melville, M.P. (who had been Solicitor-General in Ramsay Macdonald’s
Labour Government). It was at the Duchess of Atholl’s (the ‘Red Duchess’) flat in
Inverna Court where she had founded with me and Rowmund Pilsudski ‘The British
League for European Freedom’ to help East European Refugees in this country especially Polish ones. Mary also helped us with ‘The Deportees committee’ -together
with Rose Macauley, George Orwell, Rebecca West and a few MPs of all parties such
as Ellen Wilkinson, Eleanor Rathbone, Ivor Thomas and Sir Victor Raikes, who first
brought up the question of Deportations from Eastern Europe to Siberia in the House
of Commons, followed by all of us at meetings in Caxton Hall and in the press. Mary
also helped us found the ‘London International Group’ with the Duchess and Sir
Ronald Story which later became The European-Atlantic Group.’
Here is Elma introducing herself to the Hon. Angus Ogilvy In a letter84 by way of a
curtain-raiser to the invitation that was her purpose in writing it:
‘…My husband, Captain Edward Dangerfield, R.N. was a great friend of
Alexandra’s father George, when they were together in H.M.S. Hawkins, together on
the China Station in the 1920s. Later, in London, he and I used to lunch at Belgrave
Square with George and Marina when Alexandra was a child…..The Group is
celebrating its 30th Anniversary with a Reception. Barbecue, short concert with Jehudi
Menuhin and Dance at Hurlingham Club, on Wednesday June 27th….’
The earliest reference to Elma in the Group archives dates from 1929 and it is from
HRH Prince George, Duke of Kent, KG, KT, GCMG, GCVO who was godfather to
Elma’s daughter, Gay. Prince George nearly a decade later writes to a mutual friend
about the loss of Elma’s husband, Ted, a Lieutenant-Commander who served with
him: ‘I know what this must mean for Elma. It seems so sad and unnecessary just
now when so many are being killed by enemy action that he should be taken by illness
when he was doing so well in the Navy. How long ago those days at Hong Kong seem
and all our jokes and dinners - quite like another life….I wonder what Elma will do but
84

October 1983
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she has many interests which will occupy and help her.’ Elma destroyed her letters
from the Prince but kept an envelope, embossed with the Balmoral crest, he
addressed to her.
The earliest days in the main were happy, also to go by a letter of 194285:
‘… How we disliked Dr Grove…I shall never forget our Buttock jokes. I am glad Elma
is getting on well with her job and is happier. Being busy must be a great help. A son
has cheered us up amidst all the depressing news...’
Who now can entertain us with the buttock jokes, though to go by what else is in the
files, they probably were not all that risqué. The record deals with weightier matters.
One year on from the foundation of the Group, it was up and running, sprinting more
like. Here is further rubric from the Chairman’s Report of 1955:
‘The EUROPEAN-ATLANTIC GROUP was founded in London last June year
by Members of the present Committee, headed by Lord Layton, Lord Abinger, Lord
Birdwood, Commander Sir Stephen King-Hall, and Mrs Dangerfield. This Group
drafted the Aims and Objects and issued invitations. (This is added in the handwriting
of ED) to readers of the European-Atlantic Review to the first Meeting of the Group in
July 1954 at the Anglo-Belgian Club, 6 Belgrave Square. There, with Sir Stephen
King-Hall in the Chair the Group was joined by a number of the present Members, and
was addressed by Lord Layton on the necessity of European-Atlantic co-operation…’
Tasters of this type of account can be read of those early days. They are putatively
from Lord Bessborough, in A Record of Events in 1958 - though, if later E-AG usage
can be trusted, the words were put into his mouth, or at least his pen, by Elma.
‘The Nordic Common Market’: This was the first time that this subject had been
discussed at such a meeting in London. In view of its importance in relation to the
proposed European Free Trade Area, this meeting was, I think, of considerable value
and usefully informative to members and guests.’
‘I would like at the outset to refer to the great honour which the Prime Minister
and Lady Dorothy Macmillan have done us in accepting to come to the Group’s
reception in their honour on July 15th.’
Passages like the above abound in the E-AG Minutes and the Reports. A picture of
the first flush of achievements by the Founding Fathers and Mother can be glimpsed,
congealed beneath flat if patrician prose. In a period style that inter alia subliminally
conveys unimpeachable respectability even a triumphalism, the entries can seem
turgid to a modern sensibility.
HRH Prince George of Kent writing about his god-daughter, Gay, the daughter
of Lt Cdr and Mrs Dangerfield
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July 11; a letter from 3 Belgrave Square.

Prince George, according to Chips Channon’s diaries, had the most elegant dining room in London.
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‘Many thanks for your letters (to a mutual friend). So glad everything all right - & my god daughter is
sweet – whatever are Elma & Ted going to call her really!
Cheerihoh!
George’
The above was found in 2020 in a cache of surviving letters addressed to Mrs O’Conor
Donelan (Joseph O’Conor Donelan was buried in the same grave as Elma’s father).
The correspondence was from the 1920s to shortly before the end of World War Two.
The correspondents had partied in Hong Kong together and Prince George served in
the Royal Navy with Elma’s late husband. This circle was broken up shortly before the
end of World War II by the untimely demise of Lt-Commander Dangerfield from illness
and that of Prince George in a fatal plane crash. A typed and signed letter in this
packet is from his brother, the Duke of Windsor and the former King, expressing deep
sorrow at his death.
The letters from Prince George are the unguarded
correspondence of a good friend, a humane person, and are mainly about personal
matters. In the course of penning sentiments without waste of words, Prince George
voices relief when the UK is strengthened with powerful allies against Hitler. This
gravitates against the controversial depiction of the Prince on TV in 2020 and
elsewhere as being a sympathiser of Germany at the time, let alone allegedly en route
at the time of his crash to do a deal with Hitler.
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Unlike the statute depicted in Shelleys’s Ozymandias only part of which, aeons after it
was sculpted, protrudes from desert sands, it seems as if the granite-like verbiage in
the E-AG archive is like a monument that was constructed in a desert in the first place.
After the unveiling of ‘The Word’ the sense grows that it was destined to lie there uninterred, its fate all but lost in the sands. It was destined for burial beneath the next
and the next event, in the unforgiving Present. Sage pronouncement on, and
grappling with, the politics of State seem chiselled on an unending but disused tablet
of stone, as if left to a Time Traveller to marvel at a procession though labyrinths lit by
E-AG torch-bearers with names worthy of recording because of their illustriousness.
Today, how many household names of the time will be recognised?
If this writer may breach convention by interjecting a personal note, he admits that the
results of his quarrying into the compost of the Group record surprised him. There
had been no time, given the exigencies in the heat of the office needs, to be spent in
going over old ground or mountain peak. I worked cheek by jowl with Mrs Dangerfield
for over a decade and was with her at gatherings such as the one at Guildhall where
our association began. Elma took to me as a species of kindred kith and kin when I
told her my surname, Glass, the same name as the Scottish town graced by her family
seat, Beldorny castle, as if I was related to the bricks and mortar surrounding her from
the cradle. I had no full idea till writing this history of how much the Group and Elma
accomplished from Day One. Mrs Dangerfield's dynamism even well into her mideighties makes one wonder how mighty her dynamo must have been in her youth and
middle age!

Elma Dangerfield when young

Lord Russell Johnson, the President of the Parliamentary Assembly, told the Group
on 19th July 2001: ”I would like to pay particular tribute to Elma Dangerfield sitting in
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front of me, whom I remember as a flibbertigibbet in the 60s when I first became a
Member of Parliament. She does not seem to have changed all that much.”
The ‘Archives’ that had lain untouched for years before Justin joined the E-AG were
captured for posterity by the art of Julia Couchman. What prescient genie, it may be
wondered, whispered in her ear of their rightful niche in Group history?

Outer office Clutter
Photographer: Julia Couchman. juliacouchman@hotmail.co.uk

Much of the ‘archive’ survived for some six decades the depredations of mildew,
burglary and unintentional camouflage in the anonymity of unmarked cardboard boxes
in Gertrude Street, and was transported lock, stock and barrel to the Finchley office.
As an example of the way there was no looking back or sentiment: a mere two years
before Justin joined the staff in 1987, the Group hosted the Prime Minister, Margaret
Thatcher. He had no idea of that, or of so much else accomplished in the Group’s
antiquity - if harnessed to that term may be the idea that a week is a long time in
politics. It was of even less contemporary relevance, then, that the Group mounted
an event in the Albert Hall, as far back as in 1956. It never came up even in chat about
possible future venues, but then nor did County Hall or Central hall, Westminster,
where the E-AG had also held debates.
The E-AG overriding achievement in 1956 was in making the mercury shoot up the
barometer of public consciousness of the Hungarian Uprising. The Group’s keynote
speaker was the Archbishop of Canterbury. A politician might have seemed the
obvious choice to present the Western cause, but the subject was Human Rights, long
before President Jimmy Carter made of it a staple of international political discourse.
If later custom is anything to go by, Elma bagged ‘the Archbish’ as a speaker then
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worked backwards, suiting a title of debate to her prize collared. Grand as were the
second tier speakers - the Archbishop of Liverpool, the Rt. Hon. Viscount de L’Isle,
PC, VC, Sir Robert Boothby, KBE, MP, The Rt. Hon. Kenneth Younger, PC, MP, Miss
Jennie Lee, MP - it may be suspected that the ‘Tail-end Charlie’ at the bottom of the
roster, ‘Hungarian speakers’, was indicative of Elma’s Rule Britannia mind-set.
Foreigners were fine in their place beneath the salt of British loam. It admittedly could
also be that the Hungarians during their uprising against their Russian overlords were
too busy in their own counsels or manning barricades to rally a British chorus of
support.86
Elma was not against foreigners particularly if they were aristocratic or Polish. Elma
had so soft a spot for Poles the story went that she forfeited part of her inheritance
because of family disapproval of this wayward penchant. Her slant on society was
that it was, metaphorically speaking, cone-shaped, Royalty at its apex, and a base
comprised of ‘the dribs and drabs’. Elma on occasion went in for personal
reminiscence but was not one for boasting. Allusions to her ‘Great Connections’ were
effective enough, and a certain mannerism let slip that they were of the air that she
breathed. Had Elma wished to impress deliberately, a passing phrase or two might
have passed her lips about, say, the holiday she took when younger with Dame
Rebecca West, who was on the E-AG Ladies Committee and who wrote a preface to
Elma’s book, Beyond The Urals. Elma did say of Prince George, Duke of Kent, in a
rare revelation, that he would never read a word of what was written in the press about
the Royal family: ‘All of it is untrue’, he told her.
One of Elma's cousins only ever related a single anecdote about her to Justin. He
chanced upon her in Parliament, a rare meeting, and this was her fleeting greeting:
“Can’t stop now! Must rush! Seeing the PM!”

The Prime Minister, the Rt. Hon. Edward Heath, with Mrs Dangerfield
Sir Frank Roberts in his review of ‘A voice in the Wilderness’ (See Book Review section) offers a
personal perspective on Imre Nagy who was at the centre of the Hungarian revolution of 1956
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Below is an entry gives a sense of divers matters exercising the corporate mind of the
E-AG:
‘We have held Meetings each month, dealing primarily with European and
Atlantic subjects connected with NATO and the Council of Europe. We have been
fortunate enough to have been addressed by Lord Ismay, Secretary-General of NATO,
last November, and by General Alfred Gruenther, Supreme Commander of
S.H.A.P.E., in the House of Commons last March. This Meeting was attended by most
of the NATO Ambassadors in London and by many Members of both Houses of
Parliament, including the present Foreign Secretary, Mr. Harold Macmillan, who
moved the vote of thanks to General Gruenther, seconded by Sir David Kelly.
President of the British-Atlantic Committee.’
The Group was an arm of NATO spokesmanship in London. The Atlantic Council, cofounded by Mrs Dangerfield, arguably took on the mantle around the mid-80s, but the
Group was always affiliated to NATO, in particular in the task of organising the
Anniversary Celebrations every five or ten years up till 2019 when the Atlantic Council
put on an event in London to mark the 70th anniversary of NATO.
The anniversary celebration of the founding of NATO became a fixture in the E-AG
programme. Lord Bessborough87 had his work cut out to describe the 1959 event in
suitably restrained terms but the excitement of it can be deduced from his prose:
‘This has been a momentous year for the Group. The North Atlantic Treaty
Organization and the Council of Europe - the two chief international bodies which the
Group was founded to support - have been celebrating their tenth anniversaries, and
the Group is honoured by being invited to organise the NATO Banquet in Guildhall on
11th May, which was attended by H.R.H. the Prince Philip Duke of Edinburgh, H.R.H.
The Prince of the Netherlands and the Lord Mayor and Lady Mayoress of London,
cabinet Ministers of this and other countries, the Supreme Allied Commander Atlantic
and the Supreme Allied Commander Europe together with a number of other NATO
Commanders…The speeches which lasted an hour were relayed ‘live’ on both B.B.C.
Television and Radio, as well as later on Independent Television, and the proceedings
were shown on Movietone Newsreel. A full-length film of these has been made
available to the Group by the B.B.C. and will be shown after the Annual General
Meeting on 30th July.’
David Griffiths, Director of Atlantic 2000, remembered that as a young man he
attended the E-AG NATO banquet in 1959. It determined his choice of career, so
enthralled was he by it. Behind the glitter and glamour, there was serious stuff:

Transcripts of speeches by HRH the Duke of Edinburgh to another E-AG NATO Anniversary
celebration banquet are in the Speeches section, as is a speech on the same occasion, and a Book
Review, by the Earl of Bessborough
87
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ARTICLE FROM ‘THE TIMES’ OF MAY 1959 ABOUT THE E-AG GULDHALL NATO
EVENT
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Top left: Sir John Rogers Bt, Joint Hon Treasurer, 1975-1985; The Rt. Hon. the Earl of Listowel, Chairman 19611963; The Rt. Hon. Lord Abinger, Hon. Treasurer 1954-1960 & Founder member . Bottom left: Sir Frank Roberts
GCMG, GCVO, Chairman 1970-1973, President 1973-1983; The Lord Layton CH, CBE, Founder and President
1964-1965; The Rt. Hon. Lord Rippon of Hexham QC Chairman, President and Vice-President in the 1980s and
1990s. Below: David Griffiths (see comments above) with Lord Layton, the grandson of Lord Layton.

Below are further entries that indicate the lie of the land
described by those in the cockpit of the E-AG, a land they made
their own, thus that of the Group, and so it would continue: ‘The
new British Secretary-General of the Council of Europe, Mr. Peter
Smithers, (a former Member of Parliament) honoured us with a special visit from
Strasbourg and spoke on developments over the past years in the Consultative
Assembly and in the Council of Ministers. Lord Layton, our President, and a former
Vice-President of the Assembly (from 1949 to 1957) presided, and a most interesting
discussion ensued on the role which the Council of Europe is playing, being the only
forum in which Parliamentary representatives of all the E.E.C. and E.F.T.A. countries
are able to debate publically … problems affecting the whole of Western Europe,
economically and politically.’
‘Following a proposal of Lady Violet Bonham Carter, one of our VicePresidents, the Lord Privy Seal, The Rt. Hon. Edward Heath, M.P., kindly agreed to
receive a Deputation from the Council last March to discuss the European-Atlantic
situation since the Brussels breakdown. After giving the Deputation, led by our
President and Chairman and including some of other Officers, more than an hour’s
resumé of recent events, Mr. Heath emphasised the need for the United Kingdom to
work with all existing European and Atlantic Organisations rather than setting up any
new Institutions. He was good enough to show his appreciation of the activities of the
Group in supporting and publicising the work of these international organisations such
as the G.A.T.T., the O.E.C.D., the W.E.U., the N.A.T.O., the Council of Europe and
the E.F.T.A. Mr Heath fully endorsed the Hon. Director’s proposals for Meetings on
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these subjects during the rest of the year, and kindly agreed to address the Group
himself at a future date. He also appointed a permanent liaison officer in the Foreign
Office to assist in obtaining Speakers from abroad. Furthermore, he approved the
suggestion of a large N.A.T.O. Dinner in the near future as a demonstration of support
for the Atlantic Alliance, as well as other Meetings on Atlantic Partnership.’
Another entry from the Record shows inter alia how the thinking of the Group was to
be at the forefront of the events that mattered:
‘The “Control of Western Strategy” was discussed by Monsieur Maurice
Schumann, President of the French Foreign Affairs Committee, under the
Chairmanship of General Sir Richard Gale, former deputy Supreme Allied
Commander, Europe. This was the first occasion since President de Gaulle’s veto on
Britain joining the E.E.C. that a French politician had addressed us and was a
promising sign of an improvement in Anglo-French understanding.’
If ever conventions can be a framework within which an institution moves forward, the
E-AG is an exemplar. Policies and Group guidelines were consistent in the main over
a period of some sixty years. As seen above, the Group was set on a course of inviting
speakers at the last moment, when it was clear what the questions of the greatest
topicality would be. Another idea of the Group was objective discussion run not along
party political lines but according to the dictates of common sense. Might Democracy
itself not gain if parliamentary thinking followed suit? The Group was inclusive and
independent, not adversarial, and was free-thinking, all shades of opinion being
represented. It was a boast that it was a Non Governmental Organisation. When in
1973 Sir Frank Roberts proposed Lord Chalfont as incoming Chairman, the reasoning
was to redress the imbalance when, on Sir Geoffrey de Freitas’ retirement as
President, Lord Layton and Sir Douglas Dodds-Parker MP did not represent all three
major political parties.
The Group was among the first of the registered All-Party Parliamentary Groups. It
had a long list of vice-Presidents comprised inter alia of all the Chairmen at the helm
of the Societies representing a link between the UK and other European countries.
Thus in 1957:
‘Our object… is to form a common meeting ground for these various
organisations, which I think I may say we have happily succeeded in doing.’
The tradition continued on to 2015. The remit of European and Atlantic focus was cast
ever wider. By 1957…:
‘…The Group had a vital and important role to play. The recent ratification by
Germany and France of the Common Market and Euratom Treaties have crowned the
efforts of many Europeans in this field. These steps towards European integration
show more than ever the tremendous need in this country for a forum for the
discussion of all such questions, while maintaining and strengthening our links across
the Atlantic…’
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The idea of fostering amicable and useful relations was ever in the background. In the
following year Lord Bessborough, with Elma no doubt his copy-writer, says:
‘….Since its inception four years ago the Group has held …thirty-six meetings and the
number of members as of 30 June 1958 stood at 445. Increased interest in the past
year has been demonstrated - not only by the size of membership but also in the
Group’s influence in the international field both at home and abroad. It is already wellknown in most capitals of Western Europe as well as across the Atlantic.’
There is something to be said for a principle hallowed in Ancient China where legal
disputes were settled while breaking bread with an adversary. The Group at its best
was a form of glue helping bind together leaders and opinion-formers. Whatever the
advantages of cosy chats and dinners in a society of members who had got to know
one another well over the years, the ideal outcome was not always forthcoming. Frank
discussion did not always produce the desired results or chemistry. The meeting of
the two Italian renaissance princes to resolve their differences through talking rather
than warring illustrates the problem - after their discussion they understood one
another perfectly… they both wanted Italy! The Group, for all its convocations
conducted in unfailing courtesy to try to get to the bottom of what caused differences
of opinion, was just as vulnerable to this as anyone else, as can been seen in the
following account:
‘Professor Hugh Seton Watson led off the discussion on Relations with Soviet
Russia giving us a fair and objective picture of what was happening in that country and
in some of the satellite countries. It was clear during the course of the ensuing
discussion that some members and guests were so strongly anti-Communist that the
meetings only served to widen the gulf between those who consider that we should
trade and have cultural relations with Communist countries and those who consider
that such relations are only used by the Soviet Union for propaganda purposes.’
It was not just guests who might disagree with one another. There were rumblings
behind the scenes in the upper echelons of the E-AG, not about office politics, but
international politics, as is evident in the following passage concerning two eminent
men who until then had been supportive of Group Aims:
‘We greatly regretted the resignations from the Committee of Lord Birdwood,
one of our Vice-Chairmen, and Mr Gilbert Longdon M.P. on matters of principle in
connection with East-West Trade.’
It was logical in view of the goal of furthering of good relations with opposite numbers
abroad that delegations, eleven between 1955 and 1970, to other countries played a
part in the life of the Group.
Thus Lord Bessborough - or his E-AG muse, Mrs Dangerfield - again:
‘These yearly visits to Europe are, in my opinion, amongst some of the most
valuable of our activities. It is only by such exchanges that we can obtain first-hand
knowledge of the countries with which we are endeavouring to have ever closer
relations …This summer I, myself, had the honour of leading a Delegation of our
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corporate and individual Members to the headquarters of the European Economic
Community in Brussels, where we were most cordially received by Professor Walter
Hallstein, President of the Commission, and by other officials of the Commission. At
this time, when the problems of the “Sixes” and the “Sevens” (EU and non-EU leagues
of countries) are uppermost in our minds, it was invaluable to have the benefit of this
personal contact with the leaders of the European Economic Community…. For these
are surely some of the most pressing problems before us today and which the Group
has to consider and discuss. For these reasons …some of our Members…visited the
United States this summer for the British Trade Exhibition in New York.’
'In 1956, the Group sent a delegation of representatives of those industries, such as
Oil and Nuclear Energy, that were most interested in the proposed European Free
Trade Area to the Council of Europe in Strasbourg. It was the first industrial delegation
from the United Kingdom to attend a session of the Consultative Assembly.’

From the European-Atlantic Group Annual Report of 1959

The verdict of Lord Bessborough was: ‘I think I am speaking for all members of the
delegation in saying that the visit was a most useful as well as an interesting
experience.’
Russia, the focus of much ongoing concern, featured in the round of E-AG visits
abroad. Findings were awaited with interest by the Group at large:
‘Rt. Hon. Aubrey Jones MP (former Minister of Power) Mr Maurice Edelman
MP. Sir John Rothenstein, Geoffrey Kitchen (Chairman Pearl Insurance) JB Scott
(Director of Crompton Parkinson) each gave their impressions …of their visits… the
President of the Board of Trade Rt. Hon. Reginald Maudling M.P. and Sir James
Hutchinson Bt addressed us on East-West Trade with specific reference to the British
Trade Fair in Moscow to which a dozen of our members went at their own personal
expense to see for themselves what possibilities exist for better trade and cultural
relations between our two countries. …Mr Henry Tiarks, our Joint Hon. Treasurer,
kindly showed us the excellent colour film which he had taken during the visits to
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Leningrad and Moscow. (It) was the first time we had had the benefit of T.V. screens
in three rooms…’88
Delegations abroad had dwindled to a dribble by 1970 until, led by the Mid-Atlantic
Group in the early 2000s, an E-AG contingent of members went on a fact-finding
mission. Numbers the E-AG could certainly provide, given its peak membership of a
thousand. That said, it was a first for the Group that a meeting of the E-AG in
Washington in 2009 was held (see previous section).
Here are some details of a 1963 event:
‘This 'Old Dominions' Dinner and Discussion was followed by a small Reception
at Overseas House for some of the Commonwealth Prime Ministers and their staffs
who were attending the London Conference. Lord Layton and Lord Colyton (one of
our Vice-Presidents and a Former Minister of State, Colonial Office) received our
distinguished guests who included the Prime Ministers of Jamaica and Malta as well
as a number of leading African Commonwealth representatives. Again, each
emphasised the importance of increasing their trade with Europe, but some of them
reiterated their objections to 'Association' with the European Economic Community
from the political and 'neutralist' viewpoint. Lord Listowel (former Secretary of State
for India) took the chair of the African Commonwealth (2nd meeting), but some of them
reiterated their objections to 'Association' with the European Economic Community
from the political and 'neutralist' point of view.’
The marriage between ‘Captains of Industry’ and the Group was more of a platonic
affair than one consummated, let alone with a Golden Egg emerging from this union.
A flaw of the Group from the start was its limited purse. Justin was parachuted into
the Group in 1987 initially as Financial Director, partly to head off a take-over bid by
Robert Sigmon, who went on to run the Pilgrims, but mainly to sort out the woeful
finances of the Group. It was a ‘cosmetic’ appointment as Justin’s real contribution
was to help reverse a slide in attendance at E-AG events due to Elma’s declining
years. He also eventually reversed the trend pointed out in the statement of Alan
Smith, the E-AG treasurer, for 1957, a recurring refrain down the years:
‘Although we are solvent, our finances are still dependent on the subscriptions
of our members and generous donations from members of the Council and
Committee. These however are insufficient to extend our activities in any way.’
E-AG activity was much extended without need of largesse from a visitor from El
Dorado or elsewhere. At AGMs, Alan Smith put in different words and for different
reasons an oft repeated story of straitened finance. Geoffrey Smith, treasurer some
40 years later, was able to strike a more upbeat note, but had an advantage over his
namesake because of income through a level of sponsorship that both dwarfed the
previously vaunted corporate and individual membership subscriptions and replaced
them as the key to sound finance.

The next time that there were three TV screens in three different rooms for an E-AG event was in
2009 at the E-AG NATO banquet in St James’s Palace
88
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Left: Harold Winthrop Sands, Joint Hon Treasurer 1977-2001; The Lord Grantchester
Joint Hon Treasurer 1985-1993; Terence Browne, Joint Hon Treasurer 1985-1992

The Achilles Heel in the early period of the Group, its insufficient income. The paltry
sums involved holed some extra-mural activities below the water-line - specialist workstudy groups, and in particular the early publications. These had flourished for a while
then petered out, and it is not difficult to see the explanation in Alan Smith’s words in
1963:
‘The European review shares offices and the services of a short-hand typist
with the Group. Recently the review has been unable to meet its share of the joint cost
and now owes the Group about £115.’

Left: The Living Room and office in the Chelsea home of Elma Dangerfield
Photography by Julia Couchman: juliacouchman@hotmail.co.uk

It comes as little surprise that the partnership of Group and Review dissolved:
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‘The working arrangements of the European Review would now be separated
from the Group and that it would no longer share the Group’s Office (in Kingsway) or
Secretary. It was agreed that the Group should have a full-time Secretary and
Assistant.’ 89
The Review did valuable work but their respective ways parted. The Review sank, not
the Group. The fact that ‘the Group should have a full-time Secretary and Assistant’
shows what was afoot. ‘The Group’ was run by the same person as the editor of the
Review. No prizes for guessing the identity of this person. She was …
‘…Mrs Dangerfield is also Joint Editor of the European-Atlantic Review on
whose editorial board are some of our members. The Review continues to be
published in association with the Group and is reaching a wide public both here in
Europe and across the Atlantic’
It is doubtful if a barren treasure chest explains why the Group in the person of Elma
detached from the publication arm. The great day, after all, finally had dawned when
sanction was given for payment of Elma’s office staff. More likely an explanation is
that there was divergence in philosophy about the work, as done respectively by Group
and Review. The Review for at least ten years was immensely informative, as excerpts
below show, but it did not discuss issues so much as explain them. It was didactic, in
the manner of such publications. It was about international relations and it expounded
the views of top commentators, whereas the main idea behind the Group was to
interact with the wire-pullers and influence them. Personality no doubt also entered
into it. No Queen Bee should have to put up with a King Bee, still less stomach another
Queen Bee, certainly not if the foremost Bee was Mrs Dangerfield.
The latter contentions are reinforced by two factors. Had the Review primarily been
an organ for views expounded at the E-AG’s High Table then the presentations of its
Speakers surely would have been flaunted in its pages. This was not the case, as it
was with the European-Atlantic Journal of later date, which showcased speeches
given at the E-AG. To the contrary, in the Review very few E-AG Speakers got a look
in. This bespeaks independent editorial hands at the helm of the Review who were
beyond the authority or at least the focus of Elma and her partner, Dennis Walwin
Jones MC. Pedants may find a further example or two but almost the only Speakers
at the Group - among whom were top-notch personalities - accorded space in the
Review were Leo D'Erlanger, Chairman of the Channel Tunnel Company, Sir Claud
Gibb, Chairman of the Nuclear Power Plant Company, and Monsieur Paul-Henri
Spaak, Secretary-General of N.A.T.O. That is not to say that Elma’s editorial say-so
was overlooked. Had Elma's voice not been one to heed it may be wondered how,
among the reams of close analysis in the European-Atlantic Review, a whimsical
article like that penned by Elma and quoted at the foot of this section could have
appeared.
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The Editorial and advertising base was at 61 Gloucester Place. London
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… The review Members of the Editorial Board were very happy that Lord
Pakenham accepted to join them in succession to Lord Listowel and that Sir Edward
Beddington Behrens and Sir David Kelly likewise agreed to be among their number.
Mrs Dangerfield and Mr Dennis Walwin Jones90 have continued to act as executive
editors of this highly successful publication. Issues this year have included special
supplements on Scandinavia, Benelux and Switzerland, and it is now initiating a series
of industrial supplements.’

Dennis Walwin Jones. His memorial tablet in Putney Vale in front of the tombstone of Henry
Birkett, Elma’s father, is described on the internet as ‘more like a CV than an epitaph’ (see
footnote)

It is a tendency in language to conflate an end-of-day conclusion with a final verdict.
The accountant often has the last word. Mealy-mouthed talk of ‘the bottom line’ may
be only a part of a whole story, and sometimes a misleading one. It describes the
engine but does not run it. The European-Atlantic Review did good work in its day
and was associated with the European-Atlantic Group up to 1964.
Movements in the zeitgeist found a champion in Elma. The Ladies Committee and its
annual House of Lords Ladies Luncheons was weaponised into an espousal of the
cause of women, with platforms gender-oriented to those scaling to the apex.
Baroness Elliott, Janet Fookes MP, Lady Chalker, Christina Foyle, the list is as long
as the decades the Ladies Committee thrived before it descended, more or less, into
an inspection of seating plans on Guest Lists. Ideas and suggestions came. ‘Lola’,
Lady Lidderdale, for instance wrote to Elma with a newspaper cutting on Katherine
Graham; invitations all but identical to the output of the E-AG ‘menfolk’ ensued. Lola
wrote ‘Horrified that you should be up at 4am working. We are not grateful enough to
you.’ In her prime, Elma’s researches had gone further. Elma’s book Beyond The
90

Dennis Walwin Jones MC (b1913-d1975): Chairman, the Byron Society 1971-1975; Executive Editor, Byron
Journal 1973-1975; Founder Member, European-Atlantic Group 1965-1975; Director-General, British-European
Movement 1960-1970; British Secretary, European League for Economic Co-operation 1960-1970. Dennis and
Elma lived together and were partners also in the early fusion of the worlds of the Byron Society and the
European-Atlantic Group
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Urals (published in 1946) was a survey of the persecution and deportation of over a
million Polish citizens from Eastern Poland by the Soviet authorities during their
occupation there from September 1939 to June 1941. These deportations affected
about 10% of the population in that country. It was a solid work of research, as indeed
were Elma’s Mad Shelley and Byron and the Romantics in Switzerland about these
poets.91 All the more surprising then, that in the European-Atlantic Review, there was
only a light piece from her pen, in an article entitled The Heart of Little Europe.
‘….The modern Geneva of supra-national organisations…this strongest fortress in
Europe was successively incorporated in each succeeding European empire from the
Middle Ages down the last war…Christianity first came to Luxembourg from England,
being brought to the town of Echternacht in 968 by St Wilibrord of Northumbria…there
is, in truth, a nineteenth century air about the whole atmosphere of the Grand
Duchy….No one is in a hurry and everyone is courteous. Even the taxi-drivers doff
their hats when they open the taxi door with a bow, wishing you Bonjour …Not luxury
but good solid comfort. ….The Grand Ducal family spend most of their time in their
stately Chateaux, as do most of the wealthy families, and foreign ambassadors often
rent pleasant homes in the countryside. On the whole, however the well-to-do
Luxemburger lives either in a solid, Victoria-style mansion in the city itself, or in one of
the ultra-modern villas which are springing up on the outskirts, Luxemburgers are a
thrifty people, spending more on their homes than their backs.’
Thrift might be all very fine but it was hardly a characteristic prominent in Elma’s social
set, intertwined as it was with the Group. Get-togethers in mansions of friends such
as Princess Helena Gagarin-Moutafian were of the air Elma breathed. Elma to the end
thought afresh about deeper questions: in conversion to the Bahá’í faith she saw a
light shed of religion’s key riddles. And who can deny that the imprimatur of Society,
a knighthood, has been conferred only on one religious leader: Abdu’l-Bahá.
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Elma’s treatise for Oxford University on ‘The Romantic Movement’ (1789-1830) was followed by her first book
entitled ‘A Diary of the Forty-Five’ (the Jacobite Rising). She was Assistant Editor of the ‘Nineteenth Century’
during the war (as well as being a liaison officer between different war departments), then became editor of
‘Whitehall News’ (as well as founding The British League for European Freedom’ with the Duchess of Atholl).
She edited ‘European Affairs’, ‘The European Digest’ and ‘European Review’ after the war, and the Byron Journal
(as well as standing for Parliament as a Liberal candidate for Aberdeen South (1959) and Hitchen, Herts (1964).
Elma also founded The International Byron Society.
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A Bahá’í gathering visited by HRH the Duke of York. Elma Dangerfield and Lord Mereworth (right); the
Hon. Barnaby Leith (left) a high-up in the Faith and an E-AG Corporate member

Elma retired from hyperactive service at 92, not that a Rastafarian who tried to steal
her handbag would have judged her to be so elderly after she gave chase to him in
her car. Her participation in the running of affairs had been handed over by then, but
as late as 2002 Elma would put on her finery and come to events to lap up all the
adulation for her at the Group.

We are unlikely to see her like again92. Elma would quote the bible: ‘And the Lord
walked abroad in the cool of the evening’. It is an apt metaphor for her twilight days.
This phrase modifying Shakespeare (gender apart) was coined by Barry Downing for the Autumn
2018 Repton School magazine obituary about ‘Johnnie’ F. M. Walker, a popular, dynamic
housemaster who, like Elma Dangerfield, was an intellectual and who exemplified the virtues and
attitudes of the Old Guard.
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And that is the story of the end of Elma’s life, but not the end of the story of Elma. The
office clutter had more secrets to yield up and if anything it eclipsed what was found
in ‘the scullery’ as it was known - a large cubbyhole that had lain untouched for
decades, save for when an electrician had tried, and all but failed, to clamber over
grubby suitcases into a pile of junk inside. At the end of that ‘scullery’ lay a mouldy
trunk, much like all the others. It contained the family silver, the horse racing trophies
won or to be distributed by Henry Birkett, Elma’s father, in Hong Kong, a crested tray
bearing the genealogical tree of the family’s ancestors, and so much silverware that it
covered a dining table when laid out in Justin Glass's house, he having brought the
trunk home to see what was inside. Elma never referred to it. Any such heirlooms
were thought to be long gone in ‘the burglary’. The family, retrieving the silverware,
were amused by its tale that they had thought accounted for its loss.
A friend of Elma who was connected to Nureyev, the ballet dancer, had been staying
in Elma’s house and he was said to have some dubious acquaintances, one or more
of who were probably responsible for what happened. It looked as though a madman
had broken in, beginning with the front door, which was shattered open by an axe.
The house, though not quite upside down, was certainly inside out. Elma had gone
home to dress for dinner in a Polish café called Daquise with a Polish friend, Richard
Kazuba, when she came upon the utter chaos. Her ansaphone message to Justin has
to be heard to be believed.
“Justin, Justin, come immediately! A mad axeman has broken in! He has stove in the
door! EVERYTHING has gone. The place is in UPROAR! You’ve never seen
anything like it!”
There followed a short pause in the breathless recital, a minute pause, before Elma
continued on a different tack, and on a pleading note:
“…We’re just off to Daquise. You know how you like it. Richard is coming. You know
you like Richard. Oh, do come! It will be such fun! Please come!”
A lady of Elma’s generation not born to rule an empire or two could have had a
swooning fit or called for smelling salts. A more modern lady would contact her shrink
for counselling. Elma was of different clay. ‘Onward Britannia!’ was a phrase still au
courant. Her attitude may account in part for the surprise find of the ‘Letters to Mrs
O’Connor Donolan’ (see above) which throw light on her early days in high circles.
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Obituary of Elma Dangerfield in THE INDEPENDENT on 24th January 2006
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Obituary of Elma Dangerfield in THE TIMES

Elma Dangerfield, CBE, writer and campaigner, was born on October 11, 1907. She
died on January 22, 2006, aged 98
Intellectual powerhouse embroiled in the literary, political and social life of
Britain for more than 60 years

ELMA DANGERFIELD, to those who knew her or merely met her, could seem like a
force of nature. Pertinacious, single-minded, formidable, she would take “no” for an
answer only when it issued from her own lips. She was a daughter of Empire, both as
to her background and her social attitudes. Grafted on to these attributes were a fine
intellectuality, a keen political interest and a flair for organisation.
As an author, her works were admired by aficionados and experts; as founder and
honorary director for 50 years of the European-Atlantic Group and for 32 years of the
Byron Society, she cut perhaps a greater dash in the influential political and academic
circles she so admired.
Born Elma Birkett in Wavertree, Liverpool, in 1907, she spent much of her childhood
in the Far East. She cherished memories of her amah, or nanny, in Manila. Her father
was connected with Jardine, the trading company, and a doyen of the Hong Kong
stock exchange. It was said that when a financial crisis threatened the savings of
investors, he all but bankrupted himself in honouring obligations that were not, strictly
speaking, his.
In later childhood and her teens Dangerfield stayed with her uncle, Sir Thomas Birkett.
One of his family seats was a vast mansion in Scotland. A cousin was the Lord Birkett
of legal lore93; Dangerfield described an episode in which she saw him bring a coffin
into court and lie down in it, his forensic point backed up by a showmanship that was
much to Dangerfield’s taste.
Her husband, Captain Edward Dangerfield, used to joke that he needed to get back to
his desk at the Admiralty for a rest after the social whirl of a weekend with Elma. A
personal friend of the Duke of Kent, he died of phlebitis in 1941, a tragedy for Elma
and their daughter, Gay, aged 12 years, and damaging for the war effort: he had been
in the process of commissioning the cruiser HMS Dido.
Dangerfield continued to move in the smartest of sets. Though she rarely stooped to
gossip about celebrities, she abhorred vanity and once characterised the Duchess of
Argyll by her way of never passing a mirror without stopping. Dangerfield herself, tiny
and — to judge by her numerous male admirers — captivating, appeared not to give
a thought to her appearance after having daubed on her make-up.

Justin Glass submitted this Obituary to ‘the Times’ who printed it as sent with two minor alterations.
Several years later he met a grand-daughter of Lord Birkett who discounted knowledge of Elma being
family.
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During the war she had liaison jobs at the Admiralty, and with MI9 and the Ministry of
Information. She was involved behind the scenes with delegations from Eastern
Europe.
Her researches and contacts led her to write Beyond the Urals, with a preface by
Rebecca West, a chilling insight into what befell deportees and dissidents in the hands
of the communists. Her articles in The Nineteenth Century and After were among the
first to alert a wider public to the extermination by the Nazis of Gypsies and Jews.
Her friendship with Sir Edward Hulton resulted in contributions to Picture Post; her
editorship later in the European-Atlantic Review with the Earl of Bessborough, Sir
Edward Beddington-Behrens and Lord Layton among others drew her to subjects so
diverse that she even explored in print the unconscionable way that the flower of British
maidenhood was inclined to fall headlong into the matrimonial embrace of foreigners.
Behind these apparent preoccupations was a concern for the future of Europe and in
particular the need to endorse the power of the Council of Europe.
Aside from more direct forays into politics — she once stood for Parliament as a
Liberal, something of a lost cause at the time — she formed, with colleagues in 1954,
the European-Atlantic Group. Her view was that Europe and America needed more
institutions in place as amicable meeting grounds for parliamentarians and opinionshapers from both sides of the Atlantic.
Lord Layton had been instrumental in inviting US and Canadian politicians to debate
with European parliamentarians in Strasbourg, and suggested to Dangerfield that she
should start a group in London with leading representatives of all the Anglo- European
and Anglo-US and Canadian societies in London. She had been assisting him over
human rights issues in Strasbourg and, on returning to London, she approached Lord
Abinger and other peers, MPs, academics, economists and journalists. The group was
founded in London at Abinger’s London house, with the first meetings held at the
Anglo-Belgian Club. She remained a director of this group until the end of her life, but
was also a co-founding member of other groups with comparable objectives, whose
influence is still felt today, namely the British-Atlantic Group (forerunner to the Atlantic
Council of the UK) and the Mid-Atlantic Group.
Dangerfield’s literary pursuits were as dear to her as those of her political career. Her
Byron and the Romantics in Switzerland (1978) is a model of concise writing, as is her
play Mad Shelley. Her penchant for organisation led her to re-found the moribund
Byron Society in 1972, together with Dennis Walwin Jones, and they remained
partners until his death (in 1975)94.
The society under her helm was an eclectic mix of blue bloods and notable academics.
Its programme, devoted to every aspect of Byron’s poetry and life, was and is a tribute
both to Dangerfield’s interests and her organisational genius. She was for many years
editor of The Byron Journal, and its reputation as a serious publication assisted in the
rehabilitation of the poet’s reputation.
The powerhouse that was the HQ of both societies, and the human dynamo that was
Dangerfield, has been recorded under light disguise by Muriel Spark. It was not just
Dennis Walwin Jones’s memorial stone is in Putney Vale cemetery, in front of the tomb of Henry
Birkett (d. 1932). Its inscription is more a CV than an epitaph, including his roles as Founder of the EAG and Byron Society and as the Director-General of the European League of Economic
Cooperation; and the European Movement
94
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the lowly who stood in awe of her. The list of presidents and ministers and notables
who have addressed the European-Atlantic Group over the years does scant justice
to the unrelenting determination with which Dangerfield so often secured their
attendance.
In the early 1970s, when OPEC held the West to ransom over oil prices, Sheikh Ahmed
Zaki Yamani, the Saudi Oil Minister, wished to bow out of his engagement as a
speaker. “If you do not come, it will be an insult to this country,” he was informed,
before finally capitulating to the Dangerfield coup de grâce: “And the Palace will have
to be told!” Dangerfield was appointed OBE after the group mounted the tenth
anniversary celebration of the founding of NATO at Guildhall; the Duke of Edinburgh,
who attended as a guest of honour again at the 30th anniversary, replied to the
question: “What do you need to do to have a place in the roped-off enclosure?” by
saying: “You have to know Mrs Dangerfield.”
For services to international relations, she was advanced to CBE when in her nineties.
In 2000 she was given a European Woman of the Year award95.
She died on Lord Byron’s birthday. Members of the Nottinghamshire Byron Society96,
in their annual celebration on this day, drank a toast in tribute to an extraordinary
woman.
She is survived by her daughter.
*****

Painting by Gay Fraser, Elma’s daughter97

This award was given by the European Union of Women
Elma re-founded the London Byron Society in 1972 with Dennis Walwyn-Jones as treasurer and
grandees in her circle if not of her political persuasion such as, later, Michael Foot, the former Labour
leader with who Elma went on holiday. The imposing list on the Byron Society letterhead was almost
such as to rival that of the Group
97 Gay emigrated to America to the chagrin of her mother who intended her ‘to marry well’ in the old
sense of the phrase, the celebrated Nigel Nicholson being one swain ear-marked. Gay has three
children
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Obituary of Elma Dangerfield in THE DESPATCH
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Appendix

BROCHURE FOR NATO BANQUET 2009
Guest List – Page 120
Picture gallery – Page 134
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PICTURE GALLERY
of
NATO BANQUET
9th NOVEMBER 2009

at
ST JAMES’S PLACE

NB See also pictures of the occasion in the aforegoing History
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Above Right: The Hampden Quartet
Immediately above: The Throne Room with Lord Hamilton at the rostrum
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E-AG Presentation Speakers from top: Lord Hamilton: Lady Symons (with Jon
and Harriet Bradley seated immediately in front of rostrum); Lord Dykes
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Speakers of Honour: HRH The Duke of York
From Left clockwise: Michael Howard (Senior British representative at NATO), Lady
Symons, Princess Zohra of Afghanistan (NATO’s key area of engagement at the time);
The German Ambassador (the event taking place 20 years to the day that the Berlin Wall
fell)
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HRH Prince Andrew with Christopher Arkell (an E-AG Trustee)
In background: Chief Ajmal Khan Zazai of Afghanistan

HRH Prince Andrew with Jan Boulting (an E-AG Sponsor)
In background: General Sir Mike Jackson with Lord Montgomery
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HRH Prince Andrew and Lady Symons with Lt-General David Bill, CB, the
senior British military representative at NATO HQ

HRH Prince Andrew with The Hon. Sir Clive Bossom, Bt
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Clockwise from top:
HRH Prince Andrew with Justin Glass (The E-AG Director) ; Doreen Willis Bailey
and Sheikha Shenda Amery-Khazal (The E-AG Ladies Committee); Anne
Hodson-Pressinger (An E-AG vice-President) with Lana Chehinya; Dr Julian
Critchlow (The Elma Dangerfield Trust)
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HRH Prince Andrew with Kevin Cahill

Princess Zohra of Afghanistan (centre) with Jonnie Varnden-Quick and Maria
Gussago
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British Royalty meeting Albanian Royalty in the person of King Leka Zogu

Prince Andrew with Christopher Arkell (centre) and Paul Joyal
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Mr and Mrs Justin Glass
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Christopher Arkell (centre) with Tribal Elder Ajmal Khan Zazai

Prince Andrew with Mr and Mrs John Gouriet
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Including
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Tribal Notices - Page 152
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